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**THE EDTECH GENOME PROJECT**

**Key Takeaways**

- Edtech decision makers currently select and implement technologies with almost no information about what is likely to work in their schools. They spend tens of billions of dollars each year on edtech that is underused, inequitably used, or ineffectively used.

- This cycle persists because educators lack the shared language, incentives, and mechanisms to document their experiences with edtech and to share lessons learned with other educators working in similar schools and districts.

- The **EdTech Evidence Exchange** took a crucial step toward solving this problem via the EdTech Genome Project. Over the last several years, this project built sector-wide consensus on 10 consequential variables that describe how school contexts vary in ways that influence the success or failure of edtech.

- Harnessing the expertise of a broad and diverse group of practicing educators, researchers, industry representatives, policy makers, and nonprofit leaders, the EdTech Genome Project developed two tools (1) the **EdTech Implementation Framework**, comprehensive definitions for each variable, and (2) the **EdTech Implementation Inventory**, a set of 10 cohesive instruments for detecting and measuring these variables.

- With the release of these tools, educators and education stakeholders now have the shared language and measurement instruments needed to detect and document how and why the impact of edtech tools varies so widely from school to school.

- Next, the EdTech Evidence Exchange is launching a massive effort to incentivize and collect implementation data from hundreds of thousands of educators who will use the new tools to carefully describe their contexts and document their experiences with specific technologies.

- As these data reach critical mass, educators nationwide will — for the first time ever — be able to learn, at scale, from the experiences of those working in similar schools and districts.
Definitions of Context Variables

1. **The vision for teaching and learning** unifies stakeholders with clear direction, purpose, and rationale for technology-supported learning. A high-quality vision is forward-thinking and actionable, and to have effect, must be consistently communicated and referenced as a guide for action. Visioning helps schools and districts recognize opportunities for technology to address problems of practice, prioritize equity, and plan for technology integration that promotes student learning opportunities. Visions describe the ideal state of teaching and learning for all students in which digital technologies transform daily life.

2. **Selection processes** occur prior to procurement and are the presence and quality of consistent methods through which classrooms/schools/districts/states identify technologies, evaluate those technologies, and choose technologies for procurement to meet established student and teacher needs for learning and instruction.

3. **Teacher agency** is the extent to which teachers consistently have a voice in shaping their work and the conditions and tools for that work. Regarding education technology implementation, this is the extent to which the conditions for agency are in place and a variety of teachers are consistently involved in decision-making related to shared visioning, selection processes, implementation processes, infrastructure, and professional learning.

4. **Infrastructure and operations** are the enabling conditions that lower barriers for implementation, facilitate uptake, and support scaling and sustaining new education technology. These conditions include physical resources, broadband Internet connectivity, students’ remote devices and connectivity, human resources, system specifications, operational policies, and funding.

5. **Implementation systems and processes** occur after procurement and are the presence and quality of methods through which school communities put education technology into effect over time to achieve intended outcomes. This includes mechanisms for monitoring ongoing fit with current initiatives, conducting resource inventories, monitoring the ongoing use of the technology as it was designed, making systemic adjustments as needed, and documenting evidence of impact on target outcomes.

6. **Staff culture** refers to the set of beliefs, values, norms, and assumptions that are shared collectively by the school and/or district staff and that influence the way in which staff members work individually and collaboratively to fulfill the school’s shared vision for teaching and learning. Important facets of staff culture include trust, social capital, communication, and equity.

7. **Teacher beliefs and knowledge** are individual teacher’s perceived ability to use education technologies and integrate them into their practice. This variable combines (1) teachers’ beliefs about, knowledge about, and experiences using education technology and (2) teachers’ understanding of curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Together, these elements interact to enable the comfort and flexibility necessary to use education technologies effectively and appropriately in different learning settings.

8. **Strategic leadership support** is the extent to which district and school leaders provide explicit encouragement and guidance to staff who are selecting and implementing education technology tools. This support sets and communicates a vision, develops staff, and aligns technology implementation with the district instructional plan.

9. **Professional learning** is the presence, duration, and quality of a range of intentional, adult learning activities that support the effective integration of education technology to advance student learning and outcomes. This includes both formal and informal opportunities that lead to shifts in beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices related to technology integration.

10. **Competing priorities** are the extent to which a school or district has other prioritized initiatives that impact the available time and attention for new technology implementations. The presence of competing priorities is influenced by limited instructional time, limited preparation time, overlapping initiatives, and communication of priorities.
With the publication of this report, we celebrate a meaningful milestone in an ongoing effort to improve our nation’s education system.

We know that education technology (edtech) can have a transformative impact on student learning. When used properly, it can help teachers enhance and differentiate instruction and help students master new concepts and skills in engaging and empowering ways.

Unfortunately, our collective investment of more than $100 billion in edtech over the last decade has fallen far short of its potential impact. A disturbing amount of edtech is used ineffectively or not at all. Worse still, students in schools with predominantly economically disadvantaged learner populations likely experience inequitable, lower-quality implementation.

**We can and must do better.**

Our work in recent years has made clear that a source of this problem is a lack of information that is rooted in a collective action problem. In our highly fragmented education system, teachers and administrators crave information. They want to learn from the experiences of other educators whose school contexts are most similar to their own. Currently, the information available to educators making edtech selection and implementation decisions does not help them understand how a technology will work in their context,
with their students. Educators have no effective way to learn from (and build on) each other’s experiences using technology in their classrooms and schools. More information about this collective action problem is contained in the Frequently Asked Questions section of this report.

To address the problem, we needed to develop common language and measurement instruments to collect contextually relevant data from large numbers of educators across the nation. This was the motivation for the EdTech Genome Project, in which we aimed to map the “genome” of edtech implementation contexts. Next, we need to build a place where educators can easily learn from one another.

Over the last two years, thanks to the hard work of the broad and diverse group of education stakeholders who participated in the EdTech Genome Project, we reached sector-wide consensus on how to define and measure 10 variables that describe how school contexts vary from each other in ways that likely matter most to the successful selection and implementation of education technology. You will find the list of the stakeholders whose work powered the EdTech Genome Project in the Participants section of this report.

We reached sector-wide consensus on how to define and measure 10 variables that describe how school contexts vary from each other in ways that likely matter most to the successful selection and implementation of education technology.

We have collectively taken a substantial step toward fixing the problem.

We now have the shared language and measurement instruments needed to form the backbone of a software platform that will enable hundreds of thousands of teachers and administrators to share detailed, standardized data not only on their experiences with various education technology products — but also on the characteristics of their local contexts. Paired together, these datasets will...
finally make it possible for educators to learn from the experiences of other educators at scale.

As you will read in the Showing Our Work section of this report, EdTech Genome Project participants, including 10 variable-specific working groups, engaged in an exhaustive process to:

- find and review previous academic research;
- collect perspectives from teachers and administrators;
- convene stakeholders to discuss, debate, and make decisions;
- take public comment; and
- pilot and revise instruments—all in service of reaching consensus on how to define and measure each context variable.

You will find the long and short definitions for each of the 10 context variables in the EdTech Context Framework section of this report. You will find samples of the new measurement instruments in the EdTech Context Inventory section of this report. As these new measurement instruments undergo field validation, we expect them to be sharpened and shortened to make it increasingly easy for all of us

We now have standardized ways to measure conditions that influence edtech implementation, such as teacher agency, infrastructure & operations, professional learning, competing priorities, and more.

Genome Project participants, including 10 variable-specific working groups, engaged in an exhaustive process to:

- find and review previous academic research;
- collect perspectives from teachers and administrators;
- convene stakeholders to discuss, debate, and make decisions;
- take public comment; and
- pilot and revise instruments—all in service of reaching consensus on how to define and measure each context variable.

We now have standardized ways to measure conditions that influence edtech implementation, such as teacher agency, infrastructure & operations, professional learning, competing priorities, and more.

In addition to this report, we prepared three supplemental two-pagers: Researcher Action Steps, Educator Action Steps, and Industry Action Steps. These two-pagers offer concrete ways that researchers, administrators, teachers, and industry can begin to bring the work of the EdTech Genome Project to life. They are also a helpful tool for sharing the variables with your colleagues.
**Indeed, the real work lies ahead.**

The accomplishments detailed in this report are worth celebrating but are only a means to an end. To make it feasible for millions of educators to learn from each other’s experiences, we must now embed these new definitions and measurement instruments into software and systems that we can use to learn from each other at scale.

To that end, we have begun building the *EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform*, which will become a national repository for detailed and context-sensitive evidence, matching educators to information from contexts like their own across the nation. Hundreds of thousands of educators will use the platform to systematically document and share evidence on their implementation contexts and experiences.

We must work together to fill the *EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform* with a critical mass of data from a sufficient number of educators. These data are the key ingredients and secret sauce that will empower educators nationwide to make dramatically improved decisions about which edtech to buy and how to most effectively implement it.

Collecting these data will be challenging but doable. In our fragmented system (of more than 13,000 school districts and more than 100,000 schools) nearly everyone wants to learn and benefit from their peers’ experiences. But nobody has an incentive to carefully document their own experiences. As you will read in the *Frequently Asked Questions* section of this report, we are working to solve that problem next, and we are counting on your help.

Thank you for being a part of our collective journey.

*Onward!*

---

1Based on data prior to 2015, estimates placed the annual edtech spend at $13.1B per year. In 2021, we collected data sources that illustrate a pre-COVID-19 pandemic estimate of between $26B and $41B per year being spent on edtech. These data were collected before the pandemic-related spending led to incredible additional edtech investments. As such, $100B is actually a conservative estimate of the spending on edtech over the last decade.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Who</strong></th>
<th>UVA research team &amp; the EdTech Evidence Exchange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>Identify individual and context variables likely to impact edtech implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Literature Review & Data Collection

Introduction

Between summer 2018 and summer 2019, the EdTech Evidence Exchange (i.e., the Exchange) and the UVA research team sought to identify two sets of variables: variables educators perceive to impact edtech implementation and variables previously quantitatively associated with edtech implementation in the literature. We gathered these data to provide comprehensive information to the EdTech Genome Project Advisory Board and Steering Committee on the variables most likely to matter for defining edtech implementation contexts, as well as to inform future research. Based on theories of adoption and diffusion (Straub, 2009), we specifically sought to understand both individual (e.g., teacher beliefs) and setting (e.g., leadership support) variables. To gather this information, we relied on four data sources: stakeholder expertise, event-based teacher surveys and focus groups, local education agency (LEA) research, and systematic literature review. From these data, we presented a list of 23 “contender” variables for the Advisory Board and Steering Committee to review (See Fall 2019: Convening Experts).

Tables 1 and 2 below provide more detail on each type of variable outcome and data source.

Table 1. Variable Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Outcomes</th>
<th>What is it?</th>
<th>How is edtech implementation defined?</th>
<th>What isn’t it?</th>
<th>Why is it important?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Variables Educators Perceive to Impact EdTech Implementation | Indication that educators believe a variable is responsible for the success or failure of edtech implementation | Educators identified variables they believed impacted: 1. use at all and 2. success in terms of impacting student outcomes. | It is not statistical evidence of an association between a variable and edtech implementation. | ▶ Informs information to be included in edtech implementation reports  
▶ Suggests new variables for statistical association investigation |
| Variables Associated with EdTech Implementation         | Statistical evidence of an association between a variable and a quantitative measure of edtech implementation | Implementation is operationalized differently across articles in the literature review (e.g., frequency by purpose, frequency by technology type). To be included, the measure of implementation must be continuous or ordinal. In the LEA research, implementation is quantified as the total number of programs and mean days of use across programs. | It is not statistical evidence of a causal association between a variable and edtech implementation. | ▶ Drives measurement focus and development  
▶ Informs variables to be included in the EdTech Context Framework & Inventory, with which we will match classrooms, schools, and districts |
### Table 2. Data Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Type of Data</th>
<th>Which outcome?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder Expertise</strong></td>
<td>Educators and education stakeholders who shared informal thinking with the Exchange based on their expertise</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Variables Educators Perceive to Impact EdTech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Event-based Teacher Surveys** | The Exchange held several events where we specifically asked 1,367 educators which variables impact edtech implementation in terms of use at all and impact on student learning.  
  ▶ Summer 2018 EdTech Implementation Summits  
  ▶ Fall 2018 Educator Convenings on Research Use *(held in partnership with the Institute of Education Sciences)* | Qualitative        | Variables Educators Perceive to Impact EdTech         |
|                               |                                                                        |                    | Implementation                                        |
| **Local Education Agency (LEA)** | The Exchange conducted research with 506 teachers in 8 schools from a charter management organization and 3 schools from a public school district.  
  ▶ Context survey of teachers to measure hypothesized implementation variables  
  ▶ Edtech implementation questionnaires  
  ▶ Administrator interviews  
  ▶ Teacher focus groups and interviews  
  ▶ Edtech use data from LearnPlatform Chrome extension  
  ▶ Associations between implementation variables and edtech use | Qualitative & Quantitative | Variables Educators Perceive to Impact EdTech         |
|                               |                                                                        |                    | Implementation                                        |
| **Systematic Literature Review** | Through a systematic literature review, the Exchange preliminarily identified 43 articles that include quantitative associations between at least one variable, often more, and a continuous measure of edtech implementation. | Quantitative       | Variables Associated with EdTech Implementation       |

*Table 2. Data Sources*
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Data Collection and Analysis Timeline

This timeline illustrates the sequential nature of data collections and the iterative nature of analyses to develop cohesive findings from multiple data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2018</td>
<td>EdTech Implementation Summits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 2018</td>
<td>LEA Research Context Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 2018</td>
<td>Educator Convening on Research Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 2018</td>
<td>LEA Research Administrator Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 2018</td>
<td>LEA Research Teacher Focus Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2018</td>
<td>LEA Research EdTech Implementation Questionnaires &amp; Teacher Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2019</td>
<td>EdTech Use Data &amp; Student Achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Systematic Literature Review
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Event-based Teacher Surveys and Focus Groups Methods

EdTech Implementation Summits

Building on previous work at the 2017 EdTech Efficacy Research Academic Symposium calling for crowdsourced edtech implementation research (Epstein et al., 2017), the Exchange hosted three EdTech Implementation Research Summits in summer 2018 to ask educators about specific variables that they believe impact edtech implementation success or failure. Working with PreK12 and higher education (HE) regional partners, the Exchange invited educators and administrators from both PreK12 and HE regional institutions to each summit (Barton et al., 2019).

We divided attending educators into focus groups based on sector (PreK12 versus HE), as well as position (teachers versus administrators). Within HE, we did not distinguish between teachers and administrators given their overlapping roles and fewer overall attendants from HE. We formed groups of four to six educators in each of these sections. Each group discussed and collectively recorded their responses to: Beyond the essential conditions (defined as structural conditions, e.g., WiFi), what else might impact why edtech is successful? This question and discussion intentionally focused on human-centered variables (e.g., teacher beliefs), as opposed to structural, concrete variables (e.g., WiFi, devices).

We developed an emergent coding scheme2 (Crabtree & Miller, 1999) for the individual, contextual, and technology-specific factors identified by educators as variables that influence why edtech implementation is or is not successful. (This was the first of two emergent coding schemes.) These codes illustrate the variables educators identified, such as the quality of professional learning/support that teachers receive or the extent to which the particular innovation aligns with curriculum/content priorities in a given setting. Three experienced coders came to consensus application of each code.

Educator Convenings on Research Use

In fall 2018, the EdTech Evidence Exchange partnered with the Institute of Education Sciences (IES) to host a series of convenings, titled “Elevating Educator Voice in the National Education Research Agenda.” We aimed to (1) capture educators’ current perspectives on education research, (2) identify the categories and types of research educators believe would help them drive more meaningful increases in student learning, and (3) gauge educators’ interest

---

2Emergent coding is when coders allow themes to organically grow (emerge) from the data, while a priori coding is when coders bring a predetermined coding scheme to the data.
in further engaging with research efforts. (See this report for descriptive findings related to educators’ research use.) We hosted two K12 educator convenings, in Omaha, Nebraska and Raleigh, North Carolina, followed by a third convening of educator association leaders in Washington, D.C. During the recruiting process, the EdTech Evidence Exchange invited educators to share their voices to “better understand educators’ needs” but did not specify research as a topic of discussion in that invitation to reduce the likelihood that attendees would be educators who specifically appreciate and use research. As such, our pre-event survey also asked educators about the variables they believe impact edtech implementation in terms of a technology being used at all and a technology being successful for improving student outcomes. Two coders applied the reconciled coding scheme to these data, coming to consensus. (See the LEA Research Methods section below for the process of developing and reconciling a second emergent coding scheme.)

**LEA Research Methods**

During the 2018-2019 school year, the EdTech Evidence Exchange partnered with a public school district (PSD educator \(n = 138\)) and a charter management organization (CMO educator \(n = 368\)) to gather data about edtech implementations. (See this demographic summary of participating schools.)

**LEA Research Plan by Phase**

- In Phase 1, we asked all teachers and school-based administrators to respond to the context survey (506 teachers/administrators, 81% response rate).
  - This survey collected quantitative data about variables hypothesized to influence edtech implementation, such as student access to technology, professional development availability, teachers’ technology self-efficacy/beliefs, and teachers’ openness to change. Educators also qualitatively described variables they believed impacted technology implementation.
  - To prepare for Phases 2 and 3, we used survey responses to randomly select teachers with positive and negative beliefs about technology and various levels of teaching experience.

- In Phase 2, we selected 202 teachers (65 PSD, 137 CMO) to participate in focus groups to discuss edtech implementation and the context variables influencing implementation. Administrators at each school participated in an interview to discuss how their context influences edtech selection and implementation.

- In Phase 3, we selected 49 teachers (18 PSD, 31 CMO) to respond to 6 bi-weekly edtech implementation questionnaires and participate in two interviews.

- Throughout the year, we collected edtech use data (via LearnPlatform Google Chrome Extension) and student achievement. (Note. We only reported on the edtech use data for the public school district.)
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LEA Analyses

To consider the variables educators identify as influencing edtech implementation success or failure, a group of coders developed a second emergent coding scheme for the variables identified by educators on the LEA research context survey. In spring 2019, the coding teams reconciled this coding scheme with the scheme developed from the EdTech Implementation Summits for the codebook of variables educators identify as impacting edtech implementation. We then coded data from the edtech implementation questionnaires using this reconciled coding scheme. Additionally, we coded teacher focus groups and interviews with a combination of a priori and emergent coding, searching for confirming and disconfirming evidence of the variables.

To investigate the quantitative associations between implementation variables and technology use, we used multiple linear regression to predict technology use from measured individual and context variables from the context survey. We used LearnPlatform’s Chrome extension edtech usage data to quantify edtech use, calculating educators’ total number of technologies used across five months and educators’ mean number of days used across technologies.
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Literature Review Methods

Between January and October 2019, the EdTech Evidence Exchange and UVA research team conducted a systematic literature review to identify individual and context variables previously associated with edtech implementation in the literature. We took the following steps to prepare a draft review for the Steering Committee in October 2019. The research team continued to build upon this draft review and is currently finalizing a manuscript of the literature review for publication.

Step 1: Database Search and Title Review resulting in 1,380 Articles

We searched 5 databases (ERIC, Academic Search Complete, Education Research Complete, PsycINFO, Google Scholar) for articles using keywords, including “education technology,” “implementation,” “variables,” “preK-12,” “united states,” and NOT “preservice teachers.” For each keyword, we included a series of synonyms. Given our current focus on the United States context for edtech implementation, we limited the search to articles describing research either fully or partially conducted in the U.S. We also limited our search to research conducted with practicing teachers. Finally, given the rapidly changing nature of technology, we only included articles published in 2000 or later. Additionally, we conducted a hand search of the top 6 journals appearing in our database search, including Journal of Research on Technology in Education, Educational Technology Research & Development, Computers in the Schools, Tech Trends: Linking Research & Practice to Improve Learning, Computers & Education, and Journal of Educational Technology & Society.

We tracked articles that indicated any discussion of edtech implementation in the title in a spreadsheet, recording associated information (title, authors, abstract, journal, search database). For example, we would include Explaining technology integration in K-12 classrooms: A multilevel path analysis model, and we would exclude What do we value most in schools? A study of preference rankings of school attributes.

Step 2: Abstract Review resulting in 672 Articles

Using the title review spreadsheet, we read each abstract, looking for an indication that the article would provide evidence of an individual or context variable associated with edtech implementation. We tracked each article’s methods as quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, theoretical, review, practice description or unclear. One coder did a first pass on abstracts, marking articles as included, excluded, or needing a second opinion. To ensure no article was mistakenly eliminated, the research team lead did a second review on all article abstracts that were either excluded or flagged for needing a second opinion.
Step 3: Article Review resulting in 48 Articles

Working from the reduced list of articles, the research team began an article review of all quantitative and mixed methods articles. We set *a priori* inclusion criteria:

- Study population included PreK12 grade students and/or educators
- Setting was a brick & mortar (as opposed to a virtual or fully online) PreK12 school in the USA
- Published in a refereed journal (or a completed dissertation) between 2000 and 2019
- Measured a quantitative association with:
  - Independent variables as context or individual characteristics (variables)
  - Dependent or moderating variables as continuous (e.g., number of hours teachers used technology in a year) or ordinal (e.g., high vs. low implementers) measures of edtech use representing implementation variation
  - If moderating variables are measures of edtech use, dependent variables may be measures of a student outcomes

Once we identified included quantitative articles and quantitative sections of mixed methods articles, we read through those articles to identify any and all associations between individual and context variables and edtech implementation. We also shared findings from 3 descriptive articles with the steering committee to show known evidence of variables with little to no available inferential information.
### Convening Experts

#### FALL 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who</th>
<th>EdTech Genome Advisory Board &amp; Steering Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td>Narrow the full list of contender variables to select the 13 individual and context variables most likely to impact edtech implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Convening Experts**

**Introduction**

In fall 2019, the EdTech Genome Advisory Board and Steering Committee reviewed data collected in the previous year on the 23 “contender variables,” based on the strength of supporting data. These variables were narrowed from a list of 60 individual or context variables/sub variables identified in the previous coding schemes (see Table 3 below). This does not include technology-specific variables. To be included, each variable needed to either (1) have evidence of an association with education technology implementation in previous literature or original research conducted by the UVA research team or (2) be identified by at least 2% of educators as being associated with implementation. The Advisory Board and Steering Committee each expressed initial opinions on the variables, and the Steering Committee met for two days to review all evidence, debate, and select 13 variables to move forward for public comment.

**Table 3. Individual and Context Variables Shared with Advisory Board and Steering Committee**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Top 23</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Top 23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Adoption Plan</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>15 Time Allocated for Technology Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Research Use in Adoption</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 Professional Acknowledgement for Technology Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Student/Family Agency in Technology Selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 Leaders’ Selection of Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Family Buy-in/ Beliefs about Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 Administrative Support</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Home Access to Devices, Products, &amp; Reliable Internet</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>19 Technological Leadership Content Knowledge (TLACK)</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 School-Home Connection/Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 Modeling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Technology Resources</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>21 Leadership Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Internet Specified</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 School Vision for Technology</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Devices Specified</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 Competing Priorities/Initiatives</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Product Specified</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 Technology Consistency</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Classroom Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 Staff Retention/Tenure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Digital Safety Processes/Protocols</td>
<td></td>
<td>26 Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Implementation Plan</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>27 Willingness to Take Risks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Usage Goals/Measurement of Implementation</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>28 Support for Risk-Taking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Initial Review

Each Advisory Board and Steering Committee member sorted the 23 contender variables into 5 categories, ranging from 5 = “definitely should be included” to 1 = “definitely should not be included,” placing no more than 5 variables in each category. Each variable received a score between 1 and 5, and this information was the final data source for the Steering Committee’s narrowing to 13 variables.

### Steering Committee Meeting and Variable Selection

The Steering Committee met for two days in person to select the top 13 variables to move forward for public comment. They reviewed the provided evidence and contributed their
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professional expertise through a series of exercises, small group discussions, and whole group debates. Additionally, throughout the two days, individuals added to a running record of “wildcard” variables. These were variables not previously identified on the list but arising in conversation and as a result of professional expertise. By the end of the meeting, the Steering Committee members came to consensus on 13 variables, combining several variables in some cases (e.g., teacher beliefs & knowledge). These included:

- Adoption Plan
- Alignment of Technology to Instructional Purpose
- Coaching
- Competing Priorities
- Foundational Resources (Technology Resources, Operational Tech Support, Financial Resources)
- Implementation Plan
- Professional Learning (Development)/Support
- School (Staff) Culture
- Support from School/District Administration
- Teacher Agency/Autonomy
- Teacher Beliefs about Tech/Self-Efficacy & Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
- Time & Scheduling
- Vision for Teaching & Learning with Technology

Public Comment

Following the Steering Committee’s selection of 13 variables, members and the EdTech Evidence Exchange distributed a public comment survey for feedback across the field.

Public Comment Survey Feedback

- Organized by position
- Axis scale: 3.00-4.80
- Measure scale: 1.00-5.00
  - Rate the extent to which you agree that each of the following variables impact the success or failure of edtech implementation.
- Total N = 111
## Gaining Variable Consensus

**Who**
- Education Sector, EdTech Genome Advisory Board, & Steering Committee

**What**
- Confirm and build buy-in for the 10 selected individual and context variables.
Gaining Variable Consensus

Introduction

Based on the public comment survey feedback, the EdTech Evidence Exchange interviewed each Advisory Board member to collect their feedback on which 10 variables should move forward and prepared a suggested list on which the Steering Committee voted. Of the 27 members who voted (90%), 22 members fully supported the final 10 variables as a set (81%) and 5 members (19%) felt they could live with this set and did not suggest an alternative. The final set of 10 variables blended variables rather than removing 3:

- Adoption Plan (incorporate Alignment of Technology to Instructional Purpose)
- Competing Priorities
- Foundational Resources (Technology Resources, Operational Tech Support, Financial Resources)
- Implementation Plan
- Professional Learning (Development)/Support (incorporate Coaching)
- School (Staff) Culture
- Support from School/District Administration
- Teacher Agency/Autonomy
- Teacher Beliefs about Tech/Self-Efficacy & Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
- Vision for Teaching & Learning with Technology
- Embed Time & Scheduling in multiple variables
Diving Deep on Variables

Who
EdTech Genome Working Groups

What
Define each of the 10 individual and context variables based on literature and professional expertise.
Working Group Recruitment

During January and February 2020, we recruited 10 expert working groups through a public application process, as well as soliciting and vetting referrals from members of the EdTech Genome Steering Committee, Advisory Board, and Industry Council. Each potential working group member submitted an application; each application was reviewed by at least 2 members of the Exchange and UVA team. Applicants identified specific variables of interest, shared artifacts that reflected their work, and described:

- Their expertise as it related to the variables they selected
- Why they were interested in this project
- Their experiences on working groups, task forces, or team-based projects

Ultimately, the Exchange selected 68 applicants across the 10 variables. Each working group ranged from 5 to 9 members; represented a range of education professionals (i.e., educator practitioners, researchers, association representatives, edtech industry representatives); and had a team leader (all but 2 of whom were also Steering Committee members).

Working Group Tasks and Deliverables

Each working group received:

- A draft name and definition for their assigned variable and
- Materials related to that variable including:
  - EdTech Evidence Exchange & UVA research
  - Related literature & existing instruments to measure related variables
  - Notes from the related Steering Committee conversations at the two-day, in-person meeting
  - Suggestions from feedback loops

The working group deliverables integrate both provided evidence and the professional expertise of working group members. Each working group:

- Iterated (if needed) to improve the clarity and brevity of the provided variable name
- Wrote long and short variables definitions, including citations, to describe specific indicators of the variable (becomes the EdTech Context Framework)
- Drafted an instrument to measure the variable indicators as they are identified in the variable definition (becomes the EdTech Context Inventory)
**Diving Deep on Variables**

**Names and Definitions**

First, each working group revised their variable’s provided name and short definition, as needed. Table 4 below shows the original and final names. Each name is intended to be:

- **Clear** — Educator and researcher users should understand the variable without reading the definition. To the extent possible, names use terms with one common definition to prevent confusion about the variable. The name and definition should reflect a unitary construct.

- **Concise** — Names use no more than four primary words.

- **Exclusive** — Names clearly delineate each variable from the 9 other variables. Users should not be confused about similar names/variables when reading the full list of 10 variables.

The Exchange and UVA research team conducted a feedback loop with 516 California educators, recruited through their membership in an educator association. The purpose of this feedback loop was to ensure the variable names and short definitions made sense to an educator practitioner audience. For each variable, educators identified the extent to which (1) the definition matched how they would have originally identified the term; (2) they feel comfortable using the term to discuss the use of edtech in their classroom, school, or district; and (3) they understand the definition such that they would feel comfortable explaining it to a colleague. See Table 5 below for a summary of educators feedback. Educators also provided free-text feedback which the working groups used for revisions. Each working group iteratively revised their definitions with Exchange and UVA team input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Name</th>
<th>Final Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Plan</td>
<td>Selection Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing Priorities</td>
<td><em>No change</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundational Resources</td>
<td>Infrastructure &amp; Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Plan</td>
<td>Implementation Systems &amp; Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Learning (Development)/Support</td>
<td>Professional Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School (Staff) Culture</td>
<td>Staff Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support from School/District Administration</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Agency/Autonomy</td>
<td>Teacher Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Beliefs about Tech/Self-Efficacy &amp; Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge</td>
<td>Teacher Beliefs &amp; Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision for Teaching &amp; Learning with Technology</td>
<td>Vision for Teaching &amp; Learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Original and Final Variable Names**
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Table 5. Educators Feedback on Variable Names and Short Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>This definition matches how I would have originally defined the term myself.</th>
<th>I feel comfortable using this term to discuss the use of edtech in my classroom, school, or district.</th>
<th>I understand this definition such that I am comfortable explaining it to a colleague.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average of All Variables</td>
<td>4.15 (0.53)</td>
<td>4.17 (0.57)</td>
<td>4.17 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection Processes</td>
<td>4.08 (0.86)</td>
<td>4.09 (0.89)</td>
<td>4.11 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing Priorities</td>
<td>4.17 (0.77)</td>
<td>4.17 (0.79)</td>
<td>4.23 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure &amp; Operations</td>
<td>4.00 (0.88)</td>
<td>4.06 (0.85)</td>
<td>4.05 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Systems &amp; Processes</td>
<td>4.00 (0.76)</td>
<td>3.97 (0.84)</td>
<td>3.94 (0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Learning</td>
<td>4.40 (0.80)</td>
<td>4.45 (0.77)</td>
<td>4.45 (0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Culture</td>
<td>4.48 (0.70)</td>
<td>4.48 (0.68)</td>
<td>4.45 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Leadership Support</td>
<td>4.07 (0.81)</td>
<td>4.05 (0.85)</td>
<td>4.06 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision for Teaching &amp; Learning</td>
<td>4.12 (0.86)</td>
<td>4.12 (0.85)</td>
<td>4.09 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Agency</td>
<td>4.08 (0.94)</td>
<td>4.10 (0.91)</td>
<td>4.11 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Beliefs &amp; Knowledge</td>
<td>4.13 (0.85)</td>
<td>4.19 (0.78)</td>
<td>4.19 (0.78)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Each response is on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). In each cell, we report Mean (Standard Deviation). Total N = 516

After receiving educator feedback, each working group developed a long definition (approximately 1-1.5 pages). These definitions elaborate on the key elements in the short definitions, specifically aiming to set up the components of the measurement instrument. Again, the working groups iteratively revised with the Exchange and UVA team. Each set of short and long definition is intended to be:

- **Distinct** — Both definitions clearly define this variable as unique from the other variables that describe an edtech implementation environment.
- **Approachable** — Both definitions avoid using any specialized terms, jargon, etc. that may be unfamiliar to some users.
- **Exhaustive** — The longer definition clearly demarcates what the variable is and is not.

Once the definitions were in a final draft state, the full Genome Project network offered line-by-line feedback and edits, including a close review by the Industry Council. Working groups made an additional round of revisions based on this feedback.
**SUMMER 2020**

Creating the Context Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who</th>
<th>EdTech Genome Working Groups, Measurement Council, &amp; UVA research team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td>Develop instruments to measure each of the 10 individual and context variables in alignment with their definitions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Creating the Context Inventory

Instrument Drafts

Each working group produced a draft measurement instrument for their variable, aligned with the long definition. Working groups received specific guidance on the format of the draft instruments, using 5-point response scales and aligning each question with a single variable indicator. Additionally, each working group developed a teacher and a leader form for their instrument.

Measurement Council

Once the working groups each drafted their instruments, the 6-member EdTech Genome Project Measurement Council, which included four Steering Committee members, worked with the UVA research team to review the full set of instruments and offered item-level revisions. The Measurement Council offered suggestions in areas such as alignment with the definitions, consistency and redundancy across instruments, item clarity, and item variance. They also aligned all of the teacher and leader items such that they could be aggregated for one score in a school or district.

Equity Review

The Education Trust completed an external review of the instruments, specifically focused on diversity, equity and inclusion. This review provided suggestions for specific items to better capture diverse instructional environments and indicators of equity in context. These suggestions informed item revisions.
FALL 2020 - ONGOING

Validating the Context Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who</th>
<th>EdTech Evidence Exchange &amp; UVA research team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td>Iteratively pilot, revise, and validate the full EdTech Context Inventory with diverse educator samples.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pilot #1 and Initial Analyses

In October 2020, the Exchange and UVA research team piloted the draft instruments with 507 educators in Washington State, recruited via their teachers’ union or educator association membership. Each educator completed 2 of the 10 instruments and provided item-level feedback. Therefore, approximately 80-100 participants completed each instrument.

First, to create an analytic dataset, we stacked all items across roles (teacher, school leader, and district leader), and cleaned the dataset (e.g., checking coding for consistency, re-coding as needed, reverse coding as needed, re-coding “not sure” as missing, creating planned aggregate variables). We based initial aggregate variables on theorized constructs/subscales in the original instruments.

Second, we conducted preliminary descriptive analyses. This included:

- Frequencies and descriptive statistics (mean, SD, min, max) on all items
  - Flagged items with limited variability (i.e., those with only a handful of 1’s and 2’s on the 5-point scale or those on which nobody responded with a 1)
- Exploratory correlations among all items from a given instrument
- Exploratory correlations and reliability alphas on the items making up each theorized subscale
  - Flagged items with noticeably lower correlations with the other items on the subscale, and/or with all other items from the instrument
  - Flagged items for which reliability alpha output showed noticeably lower correlations with the “full” subscale; noticeably lower average correlation with other items on the subscale; and/or alpha would substantially improve without that item
  - Flagged subscales with alphas below recommended cutoff

Third, we conducted exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for each instrument. We ran the initial EFA without specifying number of factors to extract on all items making up that instrument (excluding items for which we only have responses from teachers or only admins and items that were intended to be separate from the subscales, such as binary (yes/no) items). We flagged any items below the recommended threshold (.5) on the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Test, which indicates a low proportion of shared variance of the item with the rest of the scale and suggests the item may be inappropriate for factor analysis.

Fourth, we re-ran each EFA, extracting the anticipated number of factors. We flagged:

- Factors with only a single item loading on them
- Items that did not load above .4 on any factors
- Items that cross-loaded on 2 factors
Validating the Context Inventory

As appropriate, we re-ran each EFA, one-by-one excluding items that the initial EFA suggested were not appropriate for factor analysis (i.e., with KMO below .5). We continued to re-run the EFAs as needed until the KMO statistics for all remaining items fell above .5.

Instrument Revisions

Based on these analyses, we conducted another round of systematic instrument revisions, specifically focusing on reducing the number of items in each instrument and increasing the variance in educators’ responses to each item. We also improved the clarity of each question identified by at least 10% of educators as being challenging to understand. The Measurement Council reviewed suggested changes from the UVA research team.

Pilot #2 and Planned Analyses

In January 2021, the Exchange and UVA research team piloted the draft instruments with 234 educators in Nebraska, recruited via their teachers’ union membership. Each educator completed the full set of 10 instruments. We will use these data, combined with additional responses to be collected in spring 2021, (1) to re-run exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses to determine the underlying factor structure and (2) to identify any remaining item redundancy.

Influence of COVID-19 on Instrument Validation

We planned and began the EdTech Genome Project prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The intent of the project was to define and measure non-pandemic edtech implementation environments. During the 2020-2021 school year, we could not fully validate the instruments. Educators would have needed to reflect on a pre-pandemic world that is inherently different than a post-pandemic world. Or, they would have needed to imagine a hypothetical post-pandemic world. Instead, we collected pilot data and focused on item clarity, variance, and correlations. During the October 2020 pilot, educators reflected on the extent to which their responses were influenced by COVID-19. Responses varied among instruments, but on average, educators identified that their responses were somewhat impacted by COVID-19. To accommodate this, we chose to significantly extend the validation process into the next several years as schools settle into a post-COVID-19 context.
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**Short Definition**

The vision for teaching and learning unifies stakeholders with clear direction, purpose, and rationale for technology-supported learning. A high-quality vision is forward-thinking and actionable, and to have effect, must be consistently communicated and referenced as a guide for action. Visioning helps schools and districts recognize opportunities for technology to address problems of practice, prioritize equity, and plan for technology integration that promotes student learning opportunities. Visions describe the ideal state of teaching and learning for all students in which digital technologies transform daily life.
Long Definition

The vision for teaching and learning unifies stakeholders with clear direction, purpose, and rationale for technology-supported learning. A high-quality vision is forward-thinking and actionable, and to have effect, must be consistently communicated and referenced as a guide for action. Visioning helps schools and districts recognize opportunities for technology to address problems of practice, prioritize equity, and plan for technology integration that promotes student learning opportunities. Visions describe the ideal state of teaching and learning for all students in which digital technologies transform daily life.

A high-quality vision:

- Provides clear direction, purpose, and rationale
  - Establishes what high-quality technology-supported learning should look like and how that aligns with existing or new pedagogical practices
  - Identifies problems of practice in teaching and learning that can be solved with existing or emerging technology
  - Influences strategic decision-making across all aspects of teaching, learning, and leadership
- Unifies stakeholders
  - Is developed with input from all stakeholder groups to build buy-in (school leaders, teachers, students, parents, and community members)
  - Considers existing school climate, culture, and attitudes towards learning
  - Shapes school culture around technology (See Staff Culture)
  - Creates a shared understanding about how all students will learn and demonstrate their learning with technology
- Prioritizes equity
  - Advocates for equitable access to learning opportunities so that the ability to learn with technology is not predicated by race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, gender, ability, or other characteristics of individuals that might influence the equity of learning opportunities
  - Supports accommodations for those with learning differences or differences in physical ability
- Is rooted in research and technology-integration frameworks
- Is forward-thinking and actionable

A forward-thinking vision:

- Accommodates the impact of technology on student learning
  - Recognizes that the accessibility of personal computers, the Internet, digital media, and other technologies have transformed how students engage in learning
Vision for Teaching & Learning

- Considers how technology creates new core competencies for citizenship, including digital media literacy, computing, and data science
- Promotes the mindset of perseverance and lifelong learning
- Anticipates the integration of technology in all subject areas
- Positions students at the center of technology-supported learning
  - Fosters student ownership, agency, voice, and choice
  - Adapts to students based on their learning needs and readiness
  - Is relevant and authentic for students
  - Allows students to demonstrate what they know and are able to do through a variety of assessment types (formative and summative)
- Encourages innovative approaches to teaching and learning across the school (e.g., competency-based learning, learning beyond face-to-face)

An actionable vision:
- Adapts to a wide range of contexts, environments, and needs
- Initiates a clear plan for achieving the ideal future state of technology-supported learning
  - Communicated clearly to internal (e.g., teachers, other staff) and external (e.g., families, governing boards) stakeholders
  - Influences the selection of, implementation of, and ongoing support for technologies (See Selection Processes and Implementation Systems & Processes)
- Requires ongoing assessment and evaluation to direct next steps
- Signals a school’s commitment of resources to increase capacity
  - Provides guidance to leaders in allocating available financial, technological, physical, and human resources (See Infrastructure & Operations), including professional learning (See Professional Learning)
  - Provides guidance to leaders in prioritization (See Competing Priorities)

A vision for teaching and learning may or may not be formally documented.

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:


IGI Global. (n.d.). *What is digital age | IGI Global*. [https://www.igi-global.com/dictionary/resource-sharing/7562](https://www.igi-global.com/dictionary/resource-sharing/7562)


Selection Processes

Short Definition

Selection processes occur prior to procurement and are the presence and quality of consistent methods through which classrooms/schools/districts/states identify technologies, evaluate those technologies, and choose technologies for procurement to meet established student and teacher needs for learning and instruction.
Long Definition

Selection processes are the presence and quality of consistent methods and resources occurring before procurement through which classrooms/schools/districts/states identify, evaluate, and choose education technology to meet student and teacher needs for learning and instruction. These processes adapt to the scale and scope of the need and technology, but the presence of consistent methods over time allows for schools and districts to efficiently select new technologies, maintain consistent roles and responsibilities for those routinely involved with selection, and improve upon methods.

High-quality technology selection processes should engage a range of stakeholders to leverage diverse perspectives throughout, such as teachers (See Teacher Agency), administrators, curriculum and instruction staff, technology support staff, and students/families.

Selection processes should be initiated by an established student or teacher need (i.e., learning and instruction) for which a technology-based solution is (1) appropriate and (2) not already in place. High-quality technology selection processes include:

- **Identifying technologies:** Selection begins with a systematic process for identifying possible technologies that appear to or claim to meet an articulated need for students or teachers.

- **Evaluating technologies:** Evaluation can be qualitative, quantitative, or a mixture of both; it might use structured methods such as rubrics or checklists.

Once there is a list of identified technologies, selection continues with evaluation of possible technologies with key indicators.

  - **Available evidence** includes anecdotal, descriptive, correlational, and causal evidence. Educators should consider the established effectiveness of the technology (e.g., Does the technology effect change in the identified outcomes?) and the experiences of other users, particularly those in schools with similar contexts to their own.

  - **Fit with organizational requirements** requires educators to consider how the new technology will align with established policies (e.g., privacy statements, accessibility), resources (e.g., required support, need for professional learning), curriculum/standards, and instructional routines (e.g., feedback loops, customized instruction).

  - **Fit with technical requirements** requires educators to consider how the new technology will align with the technical infrastructure and existing technologies (See Infrastructure & Operations).

  - **Effectiveness in meeting the identified need** requires educators to either identify high quality evidence of success in a similar context to their own
Selection Processes

and/or conduct a pilot to test the technology. Pilots identify and collect data on target outcomes but can vary in scale and duration, depending on the intended reach of the program (e.g., one class vs. whole district), expertise and capacity of the school staff, and offerings from the vendor. Pilots should include all students.

- Pilots could be:
  - Completed at the state, district, school or classroom level
  - Performed internally by the school or district or externally by the technology vendor or a third-party research organization; all stakeholders need to be engaged
  - Small scale (e.g., teacher implements a technology in their classroom for some students and not others, comparing student outcomes) to large scale (e.g., third-party evaluator randomly assigns classrooms to treatment or control conditions and measures gains with a pre-post standardized assessment)
  - Short (e.g., weeks) to long duration (e.g., a school year), depending on the nature of the program, level of implementation and timetable for decision-making

- **Choosing technologies for procurement:** Once educators collect evidence about technology-based options for addressing the established need, they complete selection by choosing a technology to purchase (if fee-based) and use. The technology choice should leverage the collected evidence and engage key stakeholders.

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:


Selection Processes


Teacher Agency

Short Definition

Teacher agency is the extent to which teachers consistently have a voice in shaping their work and the conditions and tools for that work. Regarding education technology implementation, this is the extent to which the conditions for agency are in place and a variety of teachers are consistently involved in decision-making related to shared visioning, selection processes, implementation processes, infrastructure, and professional learning.
Teacher Agency

Long Definition

Teacher agency is the extent to which teachers consistently have a voice in shaping their work and the conditions and tools for that work. Regarding education technology implementation, this is the extent to which the conditions for agency are in place and a variety of teachers are consistently involved in decision-making related to shared visioning, selection process, implementation processes, infrastructure, and professional learning.

Conditions for Agency

• **Impact of teacher contributions:** Teacher agency requires that teachers not only have opportunities to engage in decision-making processes but also that their contributions are valued as part of the decision-making process. Meaningful impact of teacher contributions is the extent to which diverse educator voice, choice, and contributions actually inform ultimate decisions.

• **Time:** Teacher agency requires that educators be given adequate time within contract hours to engage in professional learning and exploration of resources to gain knowledge needed to effectively contribute. Educators also need time to actively participate in the decision-making processes and other opportunities for stakeholder engagement.

Areas of Agency

• **Shared visioning:** Teacher agency in shared visioning is the extent to which teachers’ perspectives are meaningfully incorporated in the formation of structures, strategies, learning outcomes, and overall impact that comprise the vision for teaching and learning with edtech. This includes creating opportunities for educator advocacy regarding equitable consideration of all students (See Vision for Teaching & Learning).

• **Selection processes:** Teacher agency in selection processes is the extent to which teachers are consistently involved in identifying, evaluating, and choosing technologies. Teacher agency involves opportunities for teachers to explore and propose new hardware and software tools for classroom use (See Selection Processes).

• **Implementation processes:** Teacher agency in implementation processes is the extent to which teacher perspectives shape the methods by which a school or district puts new technology into effect and carries out/scales the use of technology (See Implementation Systems & Processes).

• **Professional learning:** Teacher agency in professional learning is the extent to which teachers make decisions in their own learning and have voice and choice in the decisions made around professional learning to support edtech implementation at the school or district. Teachers engage in collaborative
learning activities relevant to their challenges and provide ongoing feedback. This includes teachers recommending professional learning resources, forming and supporting professional learning communities, creating opportunities for teacher-led professional learning, and guiding the frequency of professional learning such that it meets teacher needs (See Professional Learning).

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:


Infrastructure and operations are the enabling conditions that lower barriers for implementation, facilitate uptake, and support scaling and sustaining new education technology. These conditions include physical resources, broadband Internet connectivity, students’ remote devices and connectivity, human resources, system specifications, operational policies, and funding.
Long Definition

Infrastructure and operations are the enabling conditions that lower barriers for edtech implementation, facilitate uptake, and support scaling and sustaining new edtech tools. This includes the following:

**Infrastructure:** The technical infrastructure of a school or district consists of physical resources, Internet connectivity, students’ remote devices and connectivity, human resources, and system specifications. This infrastructure requires a secure, scalable system to organize resources.

- **District Physical Resources:** A wide array of digital devices (e.g., laptops, document cameras) and associated peripherals (e.g., projectors, microphones, headphones) are available for education environments. Primary devices include those that students and educators use to access software on a daily basis (e.g., laptops, tablets). To support successful technology implementation, the following factors should be considered in relation to physical resources:
  - *Consistency/availability of devices:* The extent to which educators/classrooms across a school or district have access to consistent and/or compatible primary devices
  - *Distribution of devices:* How devices are distributed to students (e.g., classroom computer carts; one device per student; Bring Your Own Device programs)
  - *Equitable access to devices:* The extent to which students have access to the devices they need to effectively participate in learning
  - *Functionality of devices:* The extent to which devices are functional and updated such that they meet educators’ and students’ needs
  - *Device interoperability with software:* The extent to which the available devices are able to run selected software applications

- **District broadband Internet connectivity:** Broadband Internet connectivity is high-speed Internet access that is always on and accessible to allow for technology-enhanced teaching, learning, and day-to-day operations. To support successful technology integration, the following factors must be considered in relation to connectivity:
  - *Range of connectivity:* The extent to which broadband connectivity is available across a school district’s geography/network of schools
  - *Format of connectivity:* How educators and students connect to the Internet (e.g., Ethernet, WiFi)
  - *Reliability of connectivity:* The extent to which educators and students have consistent, reliable access to high-speed Internet such that it does not hinder the use of software tools
**Infrastructure & Operations**

- **Student remote device and connectivity access:**
  - *Students’ remote device access:* The extent to which students have access to primary devices beyond schools or at home and the plans in place to address gaps in students’ home device access
  - *Students’ remote and/or home connectivity access:* The extent to which students have sufficient Internet access at home and the plans in place to address gaps in students’ remote connectivity *(FCC guidelines)*
  - *Family access and connectivity:* The extent to which students’ families have access to remote devices and connectivity, as well as the skills to operate those devices
  - *Technical support:* The extent to which students and families have access to district technical personnel and resources to support technology-enhanced learning

- **Human resources:** In addition to devices and connectivity, implementation requires that sufficient human resources (district or managed service provider) are available to support the technical infrastructure. To support successful technology integration, the following factors must be considered in relation to human resources:
  - *Availability of technical staff:* The extent to which there are clear communication channels in place and the technical support staff are consistently available when there are technical challenges — in the classroom or outside of school — such that teaching and learning are not materially impacted; these staff are focused on the functionality of technology rather than instructional design with technology.
  - *Skill of technical staff:* The extent to which the available technical support staff are able to address a wide variety of technical challenges as they occur and integrate new technologies as introduced

- **System specifications:** Successful technology integration depends on a system that is secure and scalable. Systems can range from fully operated by school district-based staff to fully managed and serviced by an outside agency.
  - *Security architecture:* The extent to which the permissions model used by an application ensures that users are only authorized to access the data and functions needed in their role (principle of least privilege) and to prevent unauthorized access or intrusion
  - *Provisioning:* The extent to which processes are in place to provision applications for access, including account creation, rostering, and student grouping
  - *Data integration:* The extent to which processes and standards used by an application are able to pass data back-and-forth to other applications
• **Hosting:** The extent to which the location where applications are hosted addresses services including load balancing, elasticity, backups, fault tolerance, and remote access

• **Scalability:** The extent to which the technology system can maintain optimal functionality with the introduction of new tools over time

**Operations:** The technical operations of a school or district consists of the operational policies and funding.

• **Operational policies:** Schools and districts follow policies established by boards that address hundreds of different aspects of teaching, learning, and operations. Operational policies that support technology integration:
  - Align with possibilities afforded by technology articulated in the vision  
    (See Vision for Teaching & Learning)
  - Provide for sufficient data security standards throughout the school or district
  - Support distance/remote learning initiatives
  - Allocate financial, technological, physical, and human resources to support technology selection, implementation systems and processes, and professional learning (See funding section below)

• **Funding:** Appropriate startup and recurring funding allocation is vital for any initiative’s success. Schools and districts need sufficient funding to cover the “real cost” of technology, accounting for the cost of the initial purchase, associated digital content/resources, peripherals, adjustments to existing infrastructure, professional learning, and associated human resources.

---

**The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:**


Implementation Systems & Processes

Short Definition

Implementation systems and processes occur after procurement and are the presence and quality of methods through which school communities put education technology into effect over time to achieve intended outcomes.

This includes mechanisms for monitoring ongoing fit with current initiatives, conducting resource inventories, monitoring the ongoing use of the technology as it was designed, making systemic adjustments as needed, and documenting evidence of impact on target outcomes.
Implementation Systems & Processes

Long Definition

Implementation systems and processes are the presence and quality of methods by which school communities put technology into effect, beginning after procurement and continuing over the life of the initiative. These systems and processes adapt to fit the needs of a given initiative, but the presence of consistent methods allows for school communities to respond efficiently to new initiatives, maintain consistent roles and responsibilities, and improve upon methods.

High-quality implementation systems and processes provide a roadmap with clear, actionable steps for implementation. Although these systems and processes are detailed and comprehensive, they are also realistic. They explicitly offer flexibility for educators to adapt implementations as needed to make the vision a reality. Implementation systems and processes require disseminating information and interactive communication to share key information about processes and receive feedback on the success of those processes.

- **Identifying diverse stakeholders:** Collaborate with diverse stakeholders to ensure their feedback is considered in the planning process. This includes a range of staff (e.g., teacher, principals, superintendent), as well as students and their families.

- **Establishing technology-specific roles and responsibilities:** Specific technologies may require new roles and responsibilities for associated stakeholders, depending on the technology’s focus (e.g., reading specialist for a language/reading program). Those roles may be revisited during feedback loops throughout the implementation process.

- **Establishing timelines:** Timelines for technology implementation account for when and at what pace implementation occurs. Feedback loops could identify the need for adjustments to established timelines.

- **Planning for professional learning:** Plans for professional learning explicitly address how all teachers will acquire and maintain the beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices needed to meet the expectations of successful usage throughout implementation (See Professional Learning).

- **Planning for aligned integration:** Plans for aligned integration explicitly account for how technology will be initially and continuously implemented in alignment with:
  - School community vision for teaching and learning with technology (i.e., the “why,” See Vision for Teaching & Learning and Selection Processes)
  - Existing and new initiatives (See Competing Priorities)
  - Existing and new pedagogical practices
  - Organizational structures (e.g., staffing) and policies (e.g., state and federal mandates)
**Implementation Systems & Processes**

- **Defining and documenting impact:** Implementation systems and processes include protocols for defining target outcomes (i.e., evidence of impact), when to measure them, how to measure them, and how to consider variation in outcomes by all student subgroups. These may include formative, interim, and summative outcomes as measured by district or school leaders and all teachers, the technology itself, or by district- or state-mandated assessments.

- **Monitoring usage and engagement:** Monitoring usage and engagement includes setting goals and tracking the use of technologies against those goals. Goals should be set based on short and long-term outcomes and may take the format of frequency (x times per week or y minutes per day) or purpose (to accomplish x in the classroom). Systems for monitoring usage and engagement address:
  - The extent to which the district’s implementation plan is consistent with developer recommendations
  - Who will monitor (e.g., district or school leaders, teachers)
  - When/how frequently monitoring will occur (e.g., routinely, randomly)
  - How monitoring will occur (e.g., observation, data review)
  - What monitoring will examine (e.g., supplement to instruction, redefinition of instruction)
  - Communication of how usage goals will be monitored

- **Evaluating and planning for resource sustainability:** Implementation systems and processes include protocols for considering the available resources against the resources needed to sustain an implementation over time. Resource inventories document the available financial, material, and human resources for an edtech implementation and either ensures those resources will be available as needed or adjusts implementations to address constraints.

- **Conducting feedback loops:** Implementation systems and processes include protocols to support individual educators and staff in reaching goals through feedback loops. Feedback loops can focus on a variety of quantitative (e.g., usage data) and qualitative (e.g., technology fit) indicators and can be used to refine or adapt implementation. These processes may include follow-up such as targeted professional learning or identification of exemplar implementations.

---

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:

Implementation Systems & Processes


Staff Culture

Short Definition

Staff culture refers to the set of beliefs, values, norms, and assumptions that are shared collectively by the school and/or district staff and that influence the way in which staff members work individually and collaboratively to fulfill the school’s shared vision for teaching and learning. Important facets of staff culture include trust, social capital, communication, and equity.
Staff Culture

Long Definition

Staff culture refers to the set of beliefs, values, norms, and assumptions that are shared collectively by school and/or district staff and that influence the ways in which staff members work individually and collaboratively to fulfill the school and/or district’s shared vision for teaching and learning. As a shared belief system, staff culture is reflected in staff perspectives, practices, and interactions. Students, parents, teachers, administrators, and other staff members contribute to school or district culture, and all individuals working at a school or district are considered staff. However, for the purposes of defining and measuring staff culture as an important construct in implementation contexts, we focus only on instructional staff (i.e., those who interact on an instructional basis with students). Important dimensions of staff culture include:

- **Trust**: Relational trust and interpersonal belief in others (e.g., leadership and colleagues) is built through empathy, commitment, reliability, and accountability and plays an important role in developing culture.

- **Social capital**: Social networks and connections with others play important roles in developing culture. Social capital in school and/or district settings refers to those networks and relationships among staff, which facilitate cooperation and enable the school and/or district to function efficiently and effectively.

- **Communication**: Communication among school and/or district staff members can take many forms (e.g., verbal, electronic, school policy, training), and there are a variety of communication norms and expectations. It is key that all staff have an opportunity to interactively participate and voice their thoughts and concerns; it is equally important that those thoughts and concerns are actively heard and recognized.

- **Equity**: Perceptions of equity, justice, and fairness are important determinants of staff culture. This includes perceptions of fairness regarding (a) information and outcomes, (b) operational practices or processes, and (c) interpersonal treatment and interactions. These perceptions can be formed at the school and/or district level and are influenced by all members of the organization.

Staff culture is an important determinant of attitudes, behaviors, and outcomes at the student, teacher, school, and district levels. Not only does it influence teaching practices and student learning, but staff culture also facilitates the fulfillment of a school and/or district’s shared vision for teaching and learning. By shared vision, we refer to:

- The overall purpose and goals for why the school exists to serve various stakeholders (e.g., students, teachers) (for vision specific to technology See Vision for Teaching & Learning)
Staff Culture

- Key performance indicators and objectives at multiple levels (e.g., student, classroom, and school)
- Defining characteristics and core values of school and/or district members

Because staff culture is a collective construct, it must be characterized through phenomena such as interpersonal interactions, normative perceptions, and shared beliefs. Further, it is important to distinguish between climate and culture. Whereas climate is more transient, based on flexible perceptions and attitudes, culture is more ingrained in the fabric of the school based on an evolution of interpersonal experiences and collective learning. These nuances must be captured when examining the various impacts of staff culture.

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:


Teacher Beliefs & Knowledge

**Short Definition**

Teacher beliefs and knowledge are individual teacher’s perceived ability to use education technologies and integrate them into their practice. This variable combines (1) teachers’ beliefs about, knowledge about, and experiences using education technology and (2) teachers’ understanding of curriculum, instruction, and assessment.

Together, these elements interact to enable the comfort and flexibility necessary to use education technologies effectively and appropriately in different learning settings.
Teacher Beliefs & Knowledge

Long Definition

Teacher beliefs and knowledge refers to teacher beliefs about technology and the knowledge they need to use education technology in the classroom to support student learning. Components within this variable include:

- **Teacher beliefs about technology**: One of the most important indicators of education technology use is how teachers feel, in general, about the role and value of technology in society and our lives. When teachers believe education technology is valuable, they may be more likely to learn about it and try to use it.

- **Teacher knowledge about technology**: Teachers bring specific knowledge about how to use technologies for teaching and learning. This knowledge may be gained during teacher preparation, in the classroom, via formal and informal professional learning, and through their everyday lives.

- **Teacher experiences using technology**: Teachers bring a variety of experiences that influence their likelihood of adopting a new technology and implementing it to meet student and teacher needs.

- **Teacher understanding of curriculum, instruction, and assessment**: Teachers bring specific understandings of how students learn, the content and standards students are expected to master, and the processes and practices of effective teaching and assessment. Teachers also bring an understanding of how technology can support overall educational purposes, values, and aims.

Together, these elements interact to enable the comfort and flexibility necessary to use education technology effectively and appropriately in different learning settings. In the most effective technology-integrated classrooms, teachers understand the connection among pedagogy, technology, and content in the context of individual learners’ strengths and needs.

Teacher beliefs and knowledge does not contain factors such as access to resources, teachers’ freedom to choose technology, and availability of professional learning and technical support.

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:

Teacher Beliefs & Knowledge


Short Definition

Strategic leadership support is the extent to which district and school leaders provide explicit encouragement and guidance to staff who are selecting and implementing education technology tools. This support sets and communicates a vision, develops staff, and aligns technology implementation with the district instructional plan.
Strategic Leadership Support

Long Definition

Strategic leadership support is the extent to which district and school leaders provide explicit encouragement and guidance to staff who are selecting and implementing education technology tools (See Selection Processes and Implementation Systems, & Processes). This support sets and communicates a vision, develops staff, and aligns technology implementation with the district instructional plan. It is different from tactical support, which provides the means for technology implementation, such as allocating resources (See Infrastructure & Operations).

High-quality strategic leadership support includes:

- **Setting and communicating vision** (See Vision for Teaching & Learning)
- **Strategically elevating technology as a priority**: Leaders are positioned to see the role of technology in the vision for teaching and learning across all school or district initiatives. Leaders identify technology as a priority by explicitly allocating time and resources to technology selection and implementation across district plans and policies, reducing competing priorities.
- **Translating the vision to school context**: Leaders translate the vision to their school contexts through explicit goals for technology use. Leaders clearly communicate how specific instructional practices are enhanced through technology integration and how technology addresses the needs of all students in their school.
- **Planning for equitable technology use**: Leaders implement plans and policies that promote equitable technology selection and implementation. Leaders appropriately allocate resources as needed to ensure all teachers and students are able to achieve target outcomes.
- **Creating explicit expectations**: Leaders establish goal-oriented expectations for the use of technology (frequency, purpose, and outcomes) with school staff. These expectations shift over time as students and teachers become more comfortable with enacting the vision.
- **Continuous engagement and communication**: Leaders clearly, consistently, and authentically engage key stakeholders in technology selection and implementation through multiple communication channels; this communication consistently focuses on the purpose for integration (i.e., what technology enables) and how it will be integrated in alignment with the vision for teaching and learning supports.

- **Developing staff**
  - **Supporting educators’ professional learning**: Leaders create plans for and allocate resources to formal professional learning to support educators’ technology integration through their beliefs and knowledge. Leaders also support educators’ participation in informal professional
Strategic Leadership Support

learning (See Professional Learning and Teacher Beliefs & Knowledge).

- **Developing leaders’ knowledge of technology integration:** Leaders participate in professional learning to develop their own knowledge about technology integration.

- **Developing the organization**
  - **Establishing selection and implementation processes:** Leaders make explicit plans for selection and implementation of technology. As appropriate, leaders identify roles and responsibilities for key stakeholders in these processes (See Selection Processes and Implementation Systems & Processes).
  - **Maintaining feedback mechanisms:** Leaders collect, analyze, and take action based on meaningful feedback from stakeholders throughout edtech implementation; to better understand how edtech implementation is occurring in schools and classrooms, leaders are present and communicative with diverse stakeholders through activities such as surveys, site/classroom visits, and teacher cabinets.
  - **Building a culture of innovative risk-taking:** Leaders actively encourage staff to take risks, try new approaches and tools, learn from setbacks, and iterate on those learnings (See Staff Culture).
  - **Engaging teachers in decision-making:** Leaders support teacher agency by soliciting teacher participation in decision-making to adopt or adapt technology solutions to address emerging challenges (See Teacher Agency).

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:

Dexter, S. (2018). The role of leadership for information technology in education: Systems of practices. In J. Voogt, G. Knezek, R. Christensen, & K.-W. Lai (Eds.), *Second Handbook of Information Technology in Primary and Secondary Education* (pp. 1–16). Springer International Publishing. [https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-71054-9_32](https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-71054-9_32)


Professional Learning

Short Definition

Professional learning is the presence, duration, and quality of a range of intentional, adult learning activities that support the effective integration of education technology to advance student learning and outcomes. This includes both formal and informal opportunities that lead to shifts in beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices related to technology integration.
**Long Definition**

Professional learning is the presence, duration, and quality of a range of intentional, adult learning activities that support the effective integration of education technology to advance student learning and outcomes. Integral to schools and districts, professional learning supports all types of educators, including teachers, school leaders, and instructional staff members. This includes both formal and informal opportunities that lead to shifts in beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices related to technology integration.

**Presence**

Professional learning occurs in both formal and informal ways, and optimal professional learning for technology integration suggests both are present and support one another. Formal learning activities are initiated by leaders or outside agencies and traditionally have a start and end date. This learning is often tied to credits, certification, or other recognition. Formal professional learning includes, but is not limited to, the following:

- District/school organized learning opportunities
- Conference sessions
- Peer coaching (technical, expert, or content)
- Online courses
- Grade level or department meetings (Professional Learning Communities)
- Postsecondary courses

Informal learning activities are initiated by learners and occur outside of the context of organized learning structures. These activities involve self-directed and collaborative or collegial activities. Although this type of learning can be encouraged, informal learning is organic, such as offering opportunities or suggestions to help teachers plug in to topics that they are curious about. While these ideas of self-direction and choice are not limited to informal learning, it is the primary driver for this type of professional learning. Examples of informal learning include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Discussing and reflecting with colleagues on implementation
- Researching new initiatives, strategies, and resources online
- Establishing a professional/personal learning network (PLN)
- Using social media and sharing platforms as a way to learn from colleagues around the world
Professional Learning

Duration
The duration of professional learning is both the frequency and the length of activities over time, often based on the type and goals of the activity. Teachers’ practices are more likely to change with sustained professional learning over time. When professional learning takes place as longitudinal and continuous events, it offers teachers space to reflect on their use of technology in teaching, which can result in teachers’ instructional changes with the use of technology.

Quality
High-quality professional learning

• Engages teachers in professional learning decisions: Teachers can recommend professional learning resources, form and support professional learning communities, create opportunities for teacher-led professional learning, and guide the frequency of professional learning such that it meets teacher needs (See Teacher Agency).

• Is sustained over time, as described above.

• Is situated and content-focused: Professional learning focuses on how technologies are used based on teachers’ specific context, subject matter, and grade level; professional learning also focuses on technology in relation to teachers’ needs and the goal for the tool/service and uses teachers’ lessons, student work, and data as part of the learning process.

• Is strategically timed to provide authentic context and be based on the needs of educators.

• Uses models and modeling of the effective use of technology: Teachers use the focal technology, have the opportunity to observe other teachers using it effectively, and view examples of effective integration.

• Is collaborative: Teachers have dedicated time to work with peers, coaches, and/or experts in edtech use; this can be one-on-one opportunities of coaching, small groups organized as professional learning communities, departments, or other configurations of collective learning that are formal or informal.

• Aligns with an overall vision for student learning and achievement (See Vision for Teaching & Learning).

• Supports best practices in curriculum and pedagogy related to technology: Best practice models include models such as SAMR, TPACK, and TIM.

• Incorporates active, hands-on learning: Participants have opportunities to explore tools that are presented and ask questions.

• Provides teachers the opportunity and support for risk-taking and experimentation with edtech.
Professional Learning

- Provides opportunities to receive ongoing feedback and reflect: Feedback and reflection gives teachers the time and space to improve their practice as educators learn how to integrate technology into current practices.

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:


Competing Priorities

Short Definition

Competing priorities are the extent to which a school or district has other prioritized initiatives that impact the available time and attention for new technology implementations. The presence of competing priorities is influenced by limited instructional time, limited preparation time, overlapping initiatives, and communication of priorities.
Competing Priorities

Long Definition

Competing priorities is the extent to which a school or district has other prioritized initiatives that impact the available time and attention for edtech implementation. An initiative is a focused effort to adopt new resources and/or change existing processes and practices in a school or district, such as the implementation of a new technology tool, professional learning for a new instructional philosophy, or adoption of a new program. Districts or schools frequently overestimate how many initiatives educators and administrators can manage at once and over time and do not often identify what is not prioritized. Educators’ “capacity to change” or “bandwidth” is impacted by the presence of competing priorities (i.e., initiatives competing for attention).

The following factors influence the presence of competing priorities in a school or district:

- Limited instructional time
- Limited preparation time
- Overlapping initiatives
- Communication of priorities

**Limited instructional time**
Instructional time refers to the number of available instructional minutes at a school, and how those minutes are organized by leaders and teachers. Leaders and teachers allocate instructional minutes for the implementation of prioritized initiatives, leaving fewer minutes for other initiatives.

**Limited preparation time**
Preparation time refers to the number of available planning and professional learning minutes and how those minutes are organized by leaders and teachers. Sufficient time needs to be given to each initiative such that teachers and leaders can reach a level of understanding and proficiency with a tool, program, or philosophy to sustain effective use over time.

**Overlapping initiatives**
Overlapping initiatives refers to the presence of multiple initiatives from the school, district, or state that align with the same instructional or managerial need. As initiatives demand time and focus from educators, overlapping initiatives create competing initiatives and force educators to select one over another to prioritize.

**Communication of priorities**
Communication of priorities is the extent to which school and district stakeholders clearly identify which initiatives are prioritized. This communication establishes
consistent views on the value, scope, and importance of initiatives, preventing misaligned prioritization.

The short and long definitions are informed by professional experiences and the following readings:
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Introduction

The EdTech Context Inventory consists of 10 quantitative, self-report instruments. Each instrument has three forms: teacher, school leader, and district leader. For the purposes of this instrument, teachers primarily work with students and use technology in instruction firsthand. Leaders primarily work with teachers to support students and support teachers’ and students’ use of technology. This includes all levels of leadership from teacher leader to superintendent. The sample items shown here are from the teacher version of each instrument.

Educators receive the following definition of edtech at the beginning of the survey: Edtech is any form of technology that is designed to facilitate, supplement or complement instruction; enhance teaching practices; and/or improve learning outcomes. This is technology used in instruction, as opposed to technologies that purely support educator workflow.

We piloted the current instrument version in 2020. Please See Showing Our Work for more information on the instrument validation process. Throughout 2021 and 2022, the UVA research team and EdTech Evidence Exchange will continue to refine the instruments.

Please contact the EdTech Evidence Exchange if you are interested in seeing or using the full instruments.

research@edtechevidence.org →
### Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders in my school clearly describe what high-quality technology-supported learning should look like.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school's plan for technology-supported learning supports accommodations for students with differences in abilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school's plan for technology-supported learning encourages innovative approaches to teaching and learning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school's plan for technology-supported learning guides technology decisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are 4 of the 16 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.*
## Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My school allows enough time to carefully select new technologies.</td>
<td>I'm not sure.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school only selects new technologies when there is an identified need.</td>
<td>Never, Almost Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school evaluates possible technologies for their fit with our instructional need(s).</td>
<td>Occasionally/Sometimes, Almost Always, Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school pilots new technologies before selecting them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Selection Processes includes an “I’m not sure” option on some questions to accommodate educators who are not involved in selection processes. This option will be further evaluated in ongoing validation analyses.

These are 4 of the 23 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.
**Teacher Agency**

**Sample Items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders at my school consistently seek out my opinion about decisions.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have enough time to participate in decision-making at my school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers and leaders share responsibility for instructional decisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am involved in selecting new technologies for my classroom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are 4 of the 12 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.*
Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devices provided to students consistently function properly.</td>
<td>Never, Almost Never, Occasionally/Sometimes, Almost Always, Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet connectivity is adequate to allow me and my students to do our work.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote learning plans ensure all students have access to a device outside of school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know how to contact technical support staff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are 4 of the 31 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.
Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My school timelines for technology implementations are achievable.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school effectively aligns technology implementations with existing or new pedagogical practices.</td>
<td>Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school measures target usage for technology implementations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school communicates progress towards target outcomes for technology implementations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are 4 of the 23 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.*
## Staff Culture

### Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers and other instructional staff at my school feel empowered to take risks.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers and other instructional staff at my school can count on each other to deliver on expectations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers and other instructional staff at my school work together cooperatively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers and other instructional staff at my school have equal access to share their concerns and suggestions with leadership.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are 4 of the 24 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction. Several items on the staff culture instrument are informed by the National Teacher and Principal Survey (NCES, 2015) and the Comprehensive Teacher Trust Scale (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2003).*
Teacher Beliefs & Knowledge

Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall, the positives of using technology outweigh the negatives.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can design effective instruction using technology.</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know about many different technologies.</td>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can use technology to make challenging content accessible to my students.</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are 4 of the 15 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.
Strategic Leadership Support

Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders at my school allocate resources to technology selection and implementation.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders at my school consistently communicate the importance of technology.</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders at my school consistently communicate how technology supports our students' needs.</td>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders at my school encourage new approaches with technology.</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are 4 of the 22 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.*
Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During the last school year, I had enough opportunities to participate in workshops or sessions on technology integration.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the last school year, I had enough opportunities to engage with a professional/personal learning network about technology integration.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school explicitly supports participation in informal learning about technology throughout the year.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional learning about technology in which I participate includes helpful examples of exemplary practice with technology.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are 4 of the 22 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.
### Sample Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have adequate instructional time during my classes to use new technology tools with my students.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders in my school clearly communicate which initiatives are the highest priority.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The technology tools I am expected to use each have a unique purpose.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I receive feedback from leaders in my school about how I’m prioritizing initiatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are 4 of the 8 items for this variable’s instrument. We are continuing with validation and further item reduction.*
1. **Why did the EdTech Evidence Exchange launch the EdTech Genome Project? What problem was the Exchange aiming to solve?**

2. **What process did the EdTech Genome Project follow to produce its deliverables?**

3. **How is the EdTech Evidence Exchange using the EdTech Genome Project’s deliverables in the real world?**

4. **How can other key stakeholders use the EdTech Genome Project’s deliverables?**

5. **Why did the EdTech Genome Project focus on implementation contexts?**

6. **Why is edtech selection and implementation an equity issue?**

7. **How sure are you that these 10 variables are the most important ones? How do they rank in relative importance?**

8. **How did each of the individual councils, committees, and working groups contribute to the EdTech Genome Project?**
Why did the EdTech Evidence Exchange launch the EdTech Genome Project? What problem was the Exchange aiming to solve?

Virtually every sector of our nation’s economy has learned to use technology in ways that dramatically improve productivity and outcomes. Unfortunately, the education sector has not kept pace.

The effectiveness of education technology (edtech) varies incredibly in schools and districts across the nation. As such, educators’ use of technology has yet to significantly impact students’ educational outcomes overall or help to close persistent achievement gaps (NCES, 2019; Wade et al., 2013), despite documented promise (e.g., Chauhan, 2017; Escueta et al., 2017). We have not seen the returns that we hoped for from our massive edtech investments.

Why? Lack of overall spending does not appear to be a key problem.

Immediately before the COVID-19 pandemic, schools in the U.S. were collectively spending between $26B and $41B per year on edtech (CGCS, 2020; EdTech Evidence Exchange, 2020; Simba Information, 2019). Then, during the pandemic, our national response included sharp increases to school spending on edtech for new devices, user licenses, and professional development (Bushweller, 2020; Tamez-Robledo, 2020). Currently, schools are planning for how they will spend the billions of dollars made available through the Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund in 2020 and 2021, and we are likely to continue to see schools pour resources into edtech.

Unfortunately, this spending is not likely to have the desired impact. History suggests that a great deal of these funds will go to well-intentioned, but ultimately unsuccessful, edtech initiatives that fail because they are never properly implemented.

A great deal of edtech is materially underused or unused entirely (Baker & Gowda, 2018; LearnPlatform 2019), with evidence suggesting that approximately 60% of pre-pandemic purchases failed to meet usage goals set by schools.

Edtech also seems to be inequitably implemented. Evidence suggests students in schools with predominantly economically disadvantaged learner populations often have fewer opportunities to use technology in transformative ways or in ways that enhance higher-order thinking skills (Andrade Johnson, 2020; Warschauer & Matuchniak, 2010). (See the question below, Why is edtech selection and implementation an equity issue, to dig further into this critical problem.)

Several years ago, as the scale of this problem started to become apparent, the Jefferson Education Accelerator, our predecessor organization, joined with the University of Virginia School of Education and Human Development and the nonprofit Digital Promise to co-host the EdTech Efficacy Academic Research Symposium. There, after a year of collaboration and research, more than 275 higher education and K12 district leaders, researchers, entrepreneurs,
philanthropists, investors, policymakers, and educators worked to address an essential question: How might the education sector collaborate to ensure that evidence of impact, not marketing or popularity, drives edtech selection and implementation?

At the symposium, this group of expert stakeholders examined the question of why our educators lack efficient ways to learn about each other’s experiences with the thousands of education technologies on the market.

Part of the answer is grounded in the fact that our education system is comprised of more than 13,000 separate school districts. Two major barriers stand out as likely to prevent the surfacing and sharing of what works where and why between these districts:

- Educators, who are perpetually stretched thin, do not have compelling incentives to carefully document their experiences.
- Context matters, and the education sector lacks the shared language we need to describe the most important ways that our schools differ from each other.

With little to rely on beyond vendor marketing and word-of-mouth within their limited networks, overwhelmed educators understandably continue to make well-intentioned, but often unsuccessful, decisions about which tools to purchase and how to implement them in their schools. They are effectively flying blind due to a lack of contextually relevant information. In other words, it’s not that they don’t care. It’s that they don’t know.

Solving this problem requires leadership, movement-building, collaboration, and innovation. In response, a group of education leaders launched the nonprofit EdTech Evidence Exchange, which soon led the EdTech Genome Project. The EdTech Genome Project brought together a broad and diverse set of more than 140 education stakeholders to establish consensus on the shared language and instruments we all need to describe and measure school and district edtech implementation contexts.

2. What process did the EdTech Genome Project follow to produce its deliverables?

Until now, many of the variables that likely make or break an edtech implementation have felt ineffable or anecdotal for educators. The EdTech Genome Project set out to change that by identifying, defining, and creating new ways to measure each of the 10 key context variables likely to be most associated with the success or failure of edtech implementation.

To do this, the EdTech Evidence Exchange convened a diverse technical working network of more than 140 researchers, practitioners, experts, system leaders, and industry representatives and sought feedback from thousands of educators at multiple stages in the three-year research initiative. See How did each of the individual councils, committees, and working groups contribute to the EdTech Genome Project? to learn more about each group’s role.
The EdTech Genome Project’s process of reviewing literature, conducting data collection and analysis, recruiting participants, achieving consensus, soliciting feedback, and engaging in validation studies with representative samples of educators is detailed in the Showing Our Work section of the report. The committees, councils, and working groups comprising the EdTech Genome Project reached sector-wide agreement on two key contributions to the field:

1. The EdTech Context Framework - a common language for naming and defining 10 of the most important “context variables” that are likely to explain how school and district environments vary from one another in selecting and implementing learning technologies.

2. The EdTech Context Inventory - new measurement instruments for each of the 10 selected context variables. These tools will allow researchers and educators to describe school and district environments in data-anchored ways and will match educators who work in similar schools and districts. Together, the 10 instruments form a single comprehensive survey that provides a nuanced, quantitative portrait of an implementation context.

The EdTech Context Framework and the EdTech Context Inventory form the backbone of the information sharing process for the EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform, where educators across the country will be able to access relevant research evidence from other educators.
working in schools and districts like their own. These tools will help educators identify, define, and improve critical levers for increasing the likelihood of successful edtech selection and implementation, and they are intended to directly support educators’ practice.

The *EdTech Context Framework* and the *EdTech Context Inventory* are also resources for researchers to consistently and systematically measure and share knowledge about critical context variables that are likely to moderate edtech implementation success. The *EdTech Context Inventory* is a concrete resource to support future studies of edtech.

The graphic below shows the 10 context variables selected during the EdTech Genome Project’s process, for which we created shared language, definitions, and measurement instruments. There is also a space for additional variables to be discovered in the future.

With the consensus-driven *EdTech Context Framework* and the *EdTech Context Inventory*, we are now on the road to learning from each other at scale. Getting this right, given the increased prevalence of technology in K12 education, could improve learning opportunities for tens of millions of students, while saving billions of taxpayer dollars that would have been wasted on failed edtech implementations.

For a full, detailed description of the EdTech Genome Project processes, review the *Showing Our Work* section of the report.
Frequently Asked Questions

3. **How is the EdTech Evidence Exchange using the EdTech Genome Project’s deliverables in the real world?**

The EdTech Evidence Exchange is building a software platform through which we intend to systematically collect context-rich data from hundreds of thousands of educators. The EdTech Genome Project’s new definitions and instruments—the *EdTech Context Framework* and *Inventory*—are the backbone of the EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform.

The Exchange Platform also collects information about educators’ experiences selecting and implementing education technologies. These data are automatically converted into an infographic-style implementation report.

The Exchange Platform will match educators to evidence from others who are working in similar school districts, as defined by the 10 key context variables. This data collection and automated analysis will make it possible for educators to learn from the experiences of educators like them nationwide, without the time delay of traditional analysis and publications cycles.

To populate the Exchange Platform with detailed context and implementation reports, the Exchange will collaborate with funding partners to pay professional-grade stipends to hundreds of thousands of educators willing to contribute their insights, a 45-60 minute time commitment per educator.

Unless somebody provides these educators with the incentive and support necessary for them to document their work, it simply will not happen.

4. **How can other key stakeholders use the EdTech Genome Project’s deliverables?**

Multiple education stakeholders can and should begin using the new definitions and instruments created by the EdTech Genome Project:

**Researchers**
- Review the 10 selected variables and definitions in this report. Use the [2-page Researcher Action Steps](#) to facilitate discussions with colleagues.
- Incorporate the 10 new quantitative, self-report instruments in the *EdTech Context Inventory* into your existing and upcoming research studies to capture highly relevant information about school and district contexts.
- Reach out to the EdTech Evidence Exchange and UVA research team at [research@edtechevidence.org](mailto:research@edtechevidence.org) to collaborate on future edtech implementation research.
Frequently Asked Questions

School and District Administrators
- Review the 10 selected variables and definitions in this report. Use the 2-page Educator Action Steps to initiate important conversations with colleagues at upcoming staff meetings.
- Visit edtechevidence.org to express interest in gaining early access to implementation reports from schools and districts like yours, as well as the opportunity to be among the first to use the new tools to better understand your own school and district.

Classroom Educators and Instructional Support Staff
- Review the 10 selected variables and definitions in this report. Use the 2-page Educator Action Steps to facilitate discussions with colleagues.
- Sign up at edtechevidence.org to find out about opportunities to earn stipends for documenting your context and edtech implementation experiences.

Funders
- Contact the Exchange to discuss how we can collaborate to collect research evidence from tens of thousands of educators who are actively working in the content areas and/or geographic regions that are your areas of focus.
- Set future research agendas based on aggregate data about educators’ edtech contexts and implementation experiences collected via the EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform.

Policy-makers
- Inform policies with aggregate data about educators’ edtech contexts and implementation experiences collected via the EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform.
- Require future research engagements to collect data using the 10 new instruments.
- Investigate the possibility of having impending research engagements augmented to also collect data using the 10 new instruments.
- Develop future policies that focus on documenting context and edtech use.

Industry
- Review the selected variables and definitions in this report. Use the 2-page Industry Action Steps to facilitate discussions with colleagues and school and districts partners.
- Engage a subset of your clients in conversations about their perceptions of their school and district contexts: How are they doing on each of the 10 variables, and how do you and they see context impacting the implementation of your products?
- Begin to examine how your products’ performances vary in different contexts. Which of the variables appears most important to successful implementation?
Frequently Asked Questions

Press
- Expand coverage of edtech selection and implementation processes.
- As you interview education leaders, ask them questions about their local school and district contexts and their perceptions of how their schools are doing on each of the 10 variables. Are they aware of their strengths and weaknesses? What are they doing to improve?

5. Why did the EdTech Genome Project focus on implementation contexts?

When an edtech product thrives in one school but flops in another, the reason can’t only be about the product. It has to be something about the difference between the two schools. But what?

We know from theories of technology adoption and diffusion that variables describing the settings where technology implementation takes place (e.g., available professional learning & devices), as well as variables describing the educators who carry out an implementation (e.g., beliefs about technology), matter for implementation success (Straub, 2009). These variables describe the implementation context before a technology is even selected and many are likely to play a role in the success or failure of any given edtech implementation.

Some of these variables are concrete or structural—like the functionality of available devices or the availability of on-demand technology support. Other critically important variables are less tangible and more human-centered, such as teachers’ beliefs about the value of technology, the strategic support offered by leaders, and the sense of agency teachers feel in decision-making processes (Ertmer, 1999).

By defining and capturing important structural and human-centered variables, the EdTech Genome Project is contributing a common language that can undergird and strengthen much-needed research on which edtech tools work where and why.

6. Why is edtech selection and implementation an equity issue?

Technology has the potential to support historically underserved students (Andrade Johnson, 2020; Blanchard et al., 2016; Hull & Duch, 2017; Zielezinski & Darling-Hammond, 2016), and we must do better to meet their needs. However, evidence suggests this isn’t happening; students in schools with predominantly economically disadvantaged learner populations, which are also predominantly Black and Latinx (Koball & Jiang, 2018), tend to experience lower quality technology implementation than their peers (Andrade Johnson, 2020; Dolan, 2016; Warschauer & Matuchniak, 2010). Teachers of low income students less frequently use technology to support higher-order thinking skills (Andrade Johnson, 2020) and more often use technology
for a drill-oriented style of instruction that is less associated with achievement gains (Kulik & Fletcher, 2016; Reinhart et al., 2011). As a result, students are not only falling behind in core content areas but are also unprepared to excel in a digitally driven world (IEA, 2019). This problem is referred to as the second level digital divide (Hohlfeld et al., 2017).

Much has been written about the digital divide, which, in part, describes the inequitable distribution of Internet access and computing devices (Dolan, 2016). However, the EdTech Genome Project is addressing the second-level digital divide, which captures disparities in how technology is used. Inequities are likely perpetuated by a wild west status quo of edtech selection and implementation. When tens of billions of public dollars allocated for edtech are spent on tools that are collecting digital dust, barely used or unused at all, massive squandering of scarce resources disproportionately harms vulnerable students who can’t afford to have opportunity gaps expand.

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated these gaps (Kuhfeld et al., 2020). At the start of the pandemic in spring 2020, nearly all K12 education ceased and then became completely dependent on edtech platforms and tools. This literally brought the problem of poor edtech implementation home to tens of millions of families.

As we emerge from the pandemic’s historic disruption, teachers say they need edtech like never before. In a summer 2020 national survey by the EdTech Evidence Exchange and the University of Virginia School of Education and Human Development, we learned that educators overwhelmingly see individualization and technology in education on the rise (EdTech Evidence Exchange, 2020). It is absolutely critical that all students experience high-quality implementations of technologies that are an appropriate fit for their needs and support targeted outcomes.

...of educators believe students will need more individualized instruction to meet their needs. ...of educators believe technology needs will increase or significantly increase over the next 3 years.
Frequently Asked Questions

The increasing centrality of technology in education makes it even more urgent that decision makers who are responsible for selecting and deploying technologies must understand how those tools will work in their specific contexts. In developing the *EdTech Context Inventory*, the EdTech Genome Project aimed to produce instruments that work to capture diverse implementation contexts across the country and to document inequities in those contexts. The Education Trust completed an external equity review of the *EdTech Context Framework* and the *EdTech Context Inventory* to support this effort.

7. *How sure are you that these 10 variables are the most important ones? How do they rank in relative importance?*

We are confident that these 10 context variables are important. We do not yet know how important they are relative to each other or how important other variables may be.

As detailed in the *Showing Our Work* section of the report, the EdTech Genome Project Steering Committee analyzed extensive research and feedback before unanimously picking these 10 variables from a field of approximately 60 individual and setting context variables. These 10 are the first to have new definitions and measurement instruments created for them; they won’t be the last. We hope the *EdTech Context Framework*, which defines these variables, and the *EdTech Context Inventory*, which measures these variables, will catalyze more focused data collection and analysis on edtech implementation. Through this work, we expect to identify additional variables that influence edtech implementation.

Time will tell if these 10 variables are indeed the most strongly or consistently associated with edtech implementation success or failure, as well as how they rank among each other. For now, they are a major step toward using common language to describe and define the essential nuances of implementation contexts.

8. *How did each of the individual councils, committees, and working groups contribute to the EdTech Genome Project?*

**Steering Committee**

This diverse group of education leaders, selected both by application and by appointment, made key decisions to form national consensus on top context variables for edtech implementation. The EdTech Genome Steering Committee had authority to guide and approve the final deliverables of the 10 working groups that developed definitions and measurement instruments for each for the context variables selected to be studied first.
Frequently Asked Questions

Advisory Board
These senior leaders from across the education sector provided guidance on project strategy, participant recruitment, and the content of the EdTech Context Framework and the EdTech Context Inventory.

Variable Working Groups
These 10 working groups each took one context variable selected by the Steering Committee for further study. Each working group spent half a year developing short and long definitions, as well as a draft instrument, for their variable. The 10 harmonized instruments comprise the EdTech Context Inventory.

Measurement Council
These senior measurement experts reviewed and revised the 10 draft instruments developed by the 10 variable working groups. Their contributions shaped the final EdTech Context Inventory.

Industry Council
This group met quarterly to provide feedback and industry perspectives on each stage of the initiative.

Research Council
This group of advisors provided strategic advice on the content and process of the EdTech Genome Project’s deliverables, as well as guidance on positioning the initiative’s work for long-term adoption by the research sector.
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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“All” Students</strong></td>
<td>Students from all races, ethnicities, creeds, geographic locales (rural, urban, suburban), socioeconomic statuses, grades, genders, sexual orientations, or other distinguishing characteristics; students who are identified as English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, or other distinguishing categories of services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“All” Teachers</strong></td>
<td>Teachers from all races, ethnicities, creeds, geographic locales (rural, urban, suburban), socioeconomic statuses, grades, genders, sexual orientations, or other distinguishing characteristics; teachers who instruct all content areas, grade bands, and students identified as English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, or other distinguishing categories of services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>District Leaders</strong></td>
<td>The superintendent, assistant superintendent, principal supervisors, and those central office staff who support edtech at the district level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EdTech Context Framework</strong></td>
<td>Names and definitions for 10 of the most important “context variables” that are likely to explain how school environments vary from one another when it comes to selecting and implementing education technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EdTech Context Inventory</strong></td>
<td>Quantitative, self-report instruments for each of the 10 variables defined in the <em>EdTech Context Framework</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EdTech Evidence Exchange Platform</strong></td>
<td>An online platform where educators across the country will be matched to relevant research evidence from educators like them, based on the 10 variables defined in the <em>Context Framework</em> and measured in the <em>Context Inventory</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education Technology</strong> (i.e., edtech)</td>
<td>Education technology (edtech) is broadly defined. This includes: content-less tools, content-only tools, and content + platform tools; free tools and paid tools; and software tools and hardware tools. However, in the EdTech Genome Project work, education technology only includes technologies used in instruction, as opposed to technologies that purely support educator workflow (e.g., an online teacher evaluation instrument).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educators</td>
<td>Trained professionals who play a role in the development and/or carrying out of instructional programs/activities and curriculum for students in a given school, school district, or school system; specifically, teachers and leaders/administrators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Leaders</td>
<td>Administrators such as principals, assistant principals, and instructional coaches, as well as teacher leaders such as department chairs and heads of project-specific task forces or working groups, who support edtech at the school level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Those who work in a school or district and either:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• are tasked with overseeing, developing, and/or carrying out curriculum and instruction or professional development programs (i.e., teachers and leaders); or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• work on the internal operations and organizational needs of a school or district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>The collection of local individuals and entities that are directly invested in and affected by policies of a particular school district such as families, students, faculty, staff, contracted businesses and individuals, community members, or governing bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Trained professionals who interact on an instructional basis with students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Implementation</td>
<td>The broad and long-term systematic process of carrying out the adoption of a given technology by incorporating it into the instructional routines of faculty and staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Integration</td>
<td>The installation of a specific technology into a particular system or workflow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EdTech Genome Project: Researcher Action Steps

Integrate new instruments into your research to consider the influence of context on edtech implementation.

Why does this matter?

Context matters deeply when it comes to implementing edtech products and services. Researchers have been investigating the influence of context on edtech implementation for a number of years. However, variations in language and instruments present a challenge for aggregating findings and translating those findings to practice.

The EdTech Evidence Exchange, a nonprofit working closely with University of Virginia researchers, organized a coalition of educators and education stakeholders to reach consensus on which 10 context variables appear to matter most for edtech implementation success or failure. They also developed new measurement instruments, one for each variable. These instruments can help the field measure and build knowledge about consistent constructs.

What should researchers do?

1. Read the EdTech Genome Project Report for comprehensive definitions of each variable.

2. Consider incorporating the EdTech Context Inventory - the 10 new quantitative self-report instruments - into your existing and upcoming research studies to capture highly relevant information about your school or district context. Contact the EdTech Evidence Exchange at research@edtechevidence.org for access to the new instruments. Your work could contribute to validating these instruments with diverse educator populations.

3. Reach out to the EdTech Evidence Exchange and UVA research team at research@edtechevidence.org to collaborate on future edtech implementation research.
Definitions of Context Variables

1. The vision for teaching and learning unifies stakeholders with clear direction, purpose, and rationale for technology-supported learning. A high-quality vision is forward-thinking and actionable, and to have effect, must be consistently communicated and referenced as a guide for action. Visioning helps schools and districts recognize opportunities for technology to address problems of practice, prioritize equity, and plan for technology integration that promotes student learning opportunities. Visions describe the ideal state of teaching and learning for all students in which digital technologies transform daily life.

2. Selection processes occur prior to procurement and are the presence and quality of consistent methods through which classrooms/schools/districts/states identify technologies, evaluate those technologies, and choose technologies for procurement to meet established student and teacher needs for learning and instruction.

3. Teacher agency is the extent to which teachers consistently have a voice in shaping their work and the conditions and tools for that work. Regarding education technology implementation, this is the extent to which the conditions for agency are in place and a variety of teachers are consistently involved in decision-making related to shared visioning, selection processes, implementation processes, infrastructure, and professional learning.

4. Infrastructure and operations are the enabling conditions that lower barriers for implementation, facilitate uptake, and support scaling and sustaining new education technology. These conditions include physical resources, broadband Internet connectivity, students’ remote devices and connectivity, human resources, system specifications, operational policies, and funding.

5. Implementation systems and processes occur after procurement and are the presence and quality of methods through which school communities put education technology into effect over time to achieve intended outcomes. This includes mechanisms for monitoring ongoing fit with current initiatives, conducting resource inventories, monitoring the ongoing use of the technology as it was designed, making systemic adjustments as needed, and documenting evidence of impact on target outcomes.

6. Staff culture refers to the set of beliefs, values, norms, and assumptions that are shared collectively by the school and/or district staff and that influence the way in which staff members work individually and collaboratively to fulfill the school’s shared vision for teaching and learning. Important facets of staff culture include trust, social capital, communication, and equity.

7. Teacher beliefs and knowledge are individual teacher’s perceived ability to use education technologies and integrate them into their practice. This variable combines (1) teachers’ beliefs about, knowledge about, and experiences using education technology and (2) teachers’ understanding of curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Together, these elements interact to enable the comfort and flexibility necessary to use education technologies effectively and appropriately in different learning settings.

8. Strategic leadership support is the extent to which district and school leaders provide explicit encouragement and guidance to staff who are selecting and implementing education technology tools. This support sets and communicates a vision, develops staff, and aligns technology implementation with the district instructional plan.

9. Professional learning is the presence, duration, and quality of a range of intentional, adult learning activities that support the effective integration of education technology to advance student learning and outcomes. This includes both formal and informal opportunities that lead to shifts in beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices related to technology integration.

10. Competing priorities are the extent to which a school or district has other prioritized initiatives that impact the available time and attention for new technology implementations. The presence of competing priorities is influenced by limited instructional time, limited preparation time, overlapping initiatives, and communication of priorities.
Why does this matter?

Context matters deeply when it comes to implementing edtech products and services. Things that work well in some schools often fail to gain traction in other schools. Why? Because our schools and districts (i.e., our contexts) vary from each other.

The EdTech Evidence Exchange, a nonprofit working closely with University of Virginia researchers, organized a coalition of educators and education stakeholders to reach consensus on which 10 context variables appear to matter most for edtech implementation success or failure. They also developed new measurement instruments that we can all use to better understand our contexts.

What should educators do?

1. Read the EdTech Genome Project Report for comprehensive definitions of each variable. Then, initiate important conversations with your district- or school-based team:
   - Which of these variables are our strongest/ weakest? Why?
   - How has our strength/ weakness related to those variables affected our past attempts to implement edtech tools?
   - Which variable would be the easiest to improve? Who can we work with to help us improve on these variables?

2. Visit edtechevidence.org to get involved and access edtech implementation wisdom from schools and districts across the country that are similar to yours in the ways that matter most.
Definitions of Context Variables

1. The **vision for teaching and learning** unifies stakeholders with clear direction, purpose, and rationale for technology-supported learning. A high-quality vision is forward-thinking and actionable, and to have effect, must be consistently communicated and referenced as a guide for action. Visioning helps schools and districts recognize opportunities for technology to address problems of practice, prioritize equity, and plan for technology integration that promotes student learning opportunities. Visions describe the ideal state of teaching and learning for all students in which digital technologies transform daily life.

2. **Selection processes** occur prior to procurement and are the presence and quality of consistent methods through which classrooms/schools/districts/states identify technologies, evaluate those technologies, and choose technologies for procurement to meet established student and teacher needs for learning and instruction.

3. **Teacher agency** is the extent to which teachers consistently have a voice in shaping their work and the conditions and tools for that work. Regarding education technology implementation, this is the extent to which the conditions for agency are in place and a variety of teachers are consistently involved in decision-making related to shared visioning, selection processes, implementation processes, infrastructure, and professional learning.

4. **Infrastructure and operations** are the enabling conditions that lower barriers for implementation, facilitate uptake, and support scaling and sustaining new education technology. These conditions include physical resources, broadband Internet connectivity, students’ remote devices and connectivity, human resources, system specifications, operational policies, and funding.

5. **Implementation systems and processes** occur after procurement and are the presence and quality of methods through which school communities put education technology into effect over time to achieve intended outcomes. This includes mechanisms for monitoring ongoing fit with current initiatives, conducting resource inventories, monitoring the ongoing use of the technology as it was designed, making systemic adjustments as needed, and documenting evidence of impact on target outcomes.

6. **Staff culture** refers to the set of beliefs, values, norms, and assumptions that are shared collectively by the school and/or district staff and that influence the way in which staff members work individually and collaboratively to fulfill the school’s shared vision for teaching and learning. Important facets of staff culture include trust, social capital, communication, and equity.

7. **Teacher beliefs and knowledge** are individual teacher’s perceived ability to use education technologies and integrate them into their practice. This variable combines (1) teachers’ beliefs about, knowledge about, and experiences using education technology and (2) teachers’ understanding of curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Together, these elements interact to enable the comfort and flexibility necessary to use education technologies effectively and appropriately in different learning settings.

8. **Strategic leadership support** is the extent to which district and school leaders provide explicit encouragement and guidance to staff who are selecting and implementing education technology tools. This support sets and communicates a vision, develops staff, and aligns technology implementation with the district instructional plan.

9. **Professional learning** is the presence, duration, and quality of a range of intentional, adult learning activities that support the effective integration of education technology to advance student learning and outcomes. This includes both formal and informal opportunities that lead to shifts in beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices related to technology integration.

10. **Competing priorities** are the extent to which a school or district has other prioritized initiatives that impact the available time and attention for new technology implementations. The presence of competing priorities is influenced by limited instructional time, limited preparation time, overlapping initiatives, and communication of priorities.
EdTech Genome Project: Industry Action Steps

Understand school and district contexts to increase your partners' success with your edtech products and services.

Why does this matter?

Context matters deeply when it comes to implementing edtech products and services. Most industry teams have first hand experience and data illustrating how variations in school and district contexts are associated with edtech success as much as attributes of the product(s) or service(s). Differences in context matter substantially for successful implementation and positive impact on student outcomes.

The EdTech Evidence Exchange, a nonprofit working closely with University of Virginia researchers, organized a coalition of educators and education stakeholders to reach consensus on which 10 context variables appear to matter most for edtech implementation success or failure. They also developed new measurement instruments that we can all use to better understand school and district contexts. Industry teams can use these insights to inform practices and enable success for edtech products and services.

What should industry do?

1. Read the EdTech Genome Project Report for comprehensive definitions of each variable. Then, initiate important conversations with your team:
   - Which of these variables do partners struggle with most? Why?
   - Which of these variables do you/your team perceive the impact of most? Why?
   - How and why might you interest partners in taking the EdTech Context Inventory?
   - Who could your team work with to help a partner improve one or more variables?

2. Incorporate the 10 context variables into your processes to enhance shared understanding with common language about context among educators, researchers, policy makers, and industry.

3. Initiate conversations about the variables with current or planned school or district partners to better understand the likelihood of implementation success in a specific context.

4. Use the EdTech Context Inventory in existing and upcoming formal research studies.

Contact the EdTech Evidence Exchange at research@edtechevidence.org for access to the new instruments and guidance on how to use them.
The vision for teaching and learning unifies stakeholders with clear direction, purpose, and rationale for technology-supported learning. A high-quality vision is forward-thinking and actionable, and to have effect, must be consistently communicated and referenced as a guide for action. Visioning helps schools and districts recognize opportunities for technology to address problems of practice, prioritize equity, and plan for technology integration that promotes student learning opportunities. Visions describe the ideal state of teaching and learning for all students in which digital technologies transform daily life.

Selection processes occur prior to procurement and are the presence and quality of consistent methods through which classrooms/schools/districts/states identify technologies, evaluate those technologies, and choose technologies for procurement to meet established student and teacher needs for learning and instruction.

Teacher agency is the extent to which teachers consistently have a voice in shaping their work and the conditions and tools for that work. Regarding education technology implementation, this is the extent to which the conditions for agency are in place and a variety of teachers are consistently involved in decision-making related to shared visioning, selection processes, implementation processes, infrastructure, and professional learning.

Infrastructure and operations are the enabling conditions that lower barriers for implementation, facilitate uptake, and support scaling and sustaining new education technology. These conditions include physical resources, broadband Internet connectivity, students’ remote devices and connectivity, human resources, system specifications, operational policies, and funding.

Implementation systems and processes occur after procurement and are the presence and quality of methods through which school communities put education technology into effect over time to achieve intended outcomes. This includes mechanisms for monitoring ongoing fit with current initiatives, conducting resource inventories, monitoring the ongoing use of the technology as it was designed, making systemic adjustments as needed, and documenting evidence of impact on target outcomes.

Staff culture refers to the set of beliefs, values, norms, and assumptions that are shared collectively by the school and/or district staff and that influence the way in which staff members work individually and collaboratively to fulfill the school’s shared vision for teaching and learning. Important facets of staff culture include trust, social capital, communication, and equity.

Teacher beliefs and knowledge are individual teacher’s perceived ability to use education technologies and integrate them into their practice. This variable combines (1) teachers’ beliefs about, knowledge about, and experiences using education technology and (2) teachers’ understanding of curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Together, these elements interact to enable the comfort and flexibility necessary to use education technologies effectively and appropriately in different learning settings.

Strategic leadership support is the extent to which district and school leaders provide explicit encouragement and guidance to staff who are selecting and implementing education technology tools. This support sets and communicates a vision, develops staff, and aligns technology implementation with the district instructional plan.

Professional learning is the presence, duration, and quality of a range of intentional, adult learning activities that support the effective integration of education technology to advance student learning and outcomes. This includes both formal and informal opportunities that lead to shifts in beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices related to technology integration.

Competing priorities are the extent to which a school or district has other prioritized initiatives that impact the available time and attention for new technology implementations. The presence of competing priorities is influenced by limited instructional time, limited preparation time, overlapping initiatives, and communication of priorities.